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ABSTRACT 
Lean has been implemented in the health care sector for over a decade to 
address the challenges of lowering cost and improving quality. Its impact, 
however, has not been conclusive. Furthermore, the debate on its potential 
benefit has not been rigorous or systemic. This dissertation research fills this gap 
in literature. 
This dissertation is composed of three papers. In the first paper, I develop a 
reliable and valid instrument to measure the extent of lean implementation in 
hospitals. I theoretically derive a more robust set of lean principles for the 
hospital environment (patient focus , standardized care, seamless coordination, 
and continuous improvement) and use them as a primary platform for analyzing 
the use of lean in the health care environment. The results show that currently 
hospitals have implemented lean principles at relatively low level , compared to 
the possible maximum implementation level. Among the four principles, 
continuous improvement principle showed highest implementation level in 
hospitals. 
VII 
In the second paper, I assess the impact of lean principles implementation on 
quality and efficiency performance in hospitals by performing multivariate 
regression analysis with lean principles as independent variables and hospital 
performance as dependent variable. Multiple hospital performance indicators 
(adherence to evidence-based care processes, risk-adjusted mortality, patient 
satisfaction, and risk-adjusted cost) are used to measure process quality, 
outcome quality, perceived quality, and efficiency of each hospital. The results 
show that patient focus, standardized care, and continuous improvement 
principles are significantly associated with hospital quality, while seamless 
coordination principle is not. The result does not show any significant association 
between lean principles and hospital efficiency. 
In the last paper, I identify different lean implementation patterns in hospitals. 
Since lean is a multi-dimensional concept of four lean principles, which can be 
implemented individually or in combination , several lean implementation patterns 
are possible, depending on differing level of emphasis on lean principles. The 
results show that when lean is implemented holistically, lean is effective in 
improving quality performance in the health care environment, as in the 
manufacturing . The result does not show any significant association between 
lean implementation patterns and hospital efficiency. 
viii 
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INTRODUCTION 
The US health care system faces considerable challenges in controlling cost and 
improving quality. Total health care costs reached $2.6 trillion in 2010 accounting 
for 17.9 percent of GOP (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2009), the 
highest among developed countries (Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development, 2011 ). Rising health care cost is now considered a serious 
threat not only to the health care system but also to the entire economy. 
Hospitals are not free from these cost challenges. More than 30 percent of 
hospitals have experienced financial losses and nearly 80 percent have stopped, 
postponed, or scaled back capital projects due to their financial difficulties 
(American Hospital Association, 2009). Now hospitals have pressing needs to 
improve their operational efficiency to address this challenge of rising costs. 
In addition, the US health care system faces serious quality challenges. 
According to the Institute of Medicine, at least 44,000 people, and as many as 
98,000 people, die in hospitals each year as a result of preventable medical 
errors (Institute of Medicine, 2000). The Institute also points out that health care 
providers operate as separate silos without cooperation and, as a result, the 
health care system does not deliver consistent, high-quality care to the patients 
(Institute of Medicine, 2001). The Institute describes the gap between the health 
care that we have now and the health care that we should have as a chasm and 
calls for a fundamental, sweeping redesign of the entire health care system to 
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deliver safe, timely, effective, efficient, equitable, and patient-centered care to 
every patient. However, more than a decade since its initial report, the Institute 
argues that the US health care system is still not fixed yet (Institute of Medicine, 
2013). Improving health care quality and operational efficiency continue to be 
critical issues that should be urgently addressed . 
As an effort to resolve its high cost and low-quality challenges, the health sector 
has adopted various operations management concepts and methodologies 
(Hines et al., 2004; Radnor et al., 2012) . In particular, since early 2000, many 
hospitals have been interested in adopting lean thinking (De Souza, 2009; 
Radnor et al., 2012), believing that lean is capable of achieving high quality and 
high efficiency without a trade-off. Concurrently, a handful of academic studies 
have investigated the use of lean in hospitals, some of which reported improved 
outcomes (Barnas, 2011; Bohmer et al., 2006; Meyer, 201 0; Nuzum and Fund, 
2007). 
Despite its potential contribution to hospital operations, however, lean has not 
been effectively adopted by a large number of health care organizations. Some 
still argue that lean is not appropriate for the health care environment due to the 
fundamental differences between manufacturing and service operations, or 
because of the unique environment where health care is delivered. In addition, 
because lean involves such a wide range of objectives, measures, and programs 
that have evolved over a long period of time, there has been some confusion in 
understanding what lean operations is and how to apply lean to the health care 
2 
setting. As a result, there have been incomplete and often conflicting reports with 
regard to its effectiveness in the health care environment. 
We believe this confusion is exacerbated by the paucity of systematic and 
rigorous research on the extent and impact of lean implementation in the health 
care environment. The current literature only includes descriptive case studies in 
single institutions using self-reported outcome data. Many of these studies were 
performed in single departments (e.g ., emergency department), and reported 
only anecdotal outcomes (e.g ., reduced waiting time of patients). While 
attempting to demonstrate the performance difference before and after 
implementing a lean project, these studies did not measure the degree to which 
lean has been implemented and how it is related to the performance 
improvement. Thus, there is still a lack of empirical evidence on the impact of 
lean on hospital quality and efficiency performance (Glasgow et al. , 201 0; 
Poksinska, 201 0) . 
The objective of this research is to fill this gap in literature by addressing the 
following research questions: 
• To what extent has lean been implemented in hospitals? 
• Does lean implementation make a significant impact on hospital quality 
and efficiency performance? 
• Are there different lean implementation patterns in hospitals? If so, do they 
show different performance? 
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Figure 1. Overview of dissertation research 
Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 
In order to address these questions, in the first paper, we develop a rigorous 
measure for lean implementation in hospitals. Because practices and tools are 
observable and easy to apply, lean practices and tools have been used as 
measures for lean implementation in empirical studies (Shah et al., 2008). 
However, because of the differences between manufacturing and health care 
contexts, simply applying the lean practices and tools that have been developed 
in the manufacturing environment is not suitable for hospital operations. Instead, 
we derive a robust set of lean principles for the hospital environment and use 
them as a primary platform for analyzing the use of lean in the health care 
environment. Based on the lean principles, we develop a reliable and valid 
instrument to measure the extent of lean implementation by associating hospitals' 
quality improvement activities with the lean principles. By assessing how much 
4 
hospitals have implemented those activities that are associated with the lean 
principles, we identify the current state of lean implementation in hospitals and 
the areas where lean has been more (or less) effectively implemented. 
In the second paper, we assess the impact of lean principles implementation on 
hospital quality and efficiency performance. Using publicly available secondary 
data sets from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), we 
calculate multiple quality and efficiency performance indicators for each hospital: 
adherence to evidence-based process of care, risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality, 
patient satisfaction, and risk-adjusted cost. Through multivariate statistical 
analysis with these hospital performance indicators and the lean measure, we 
examine the effect of lean principles implementation on hospital quality and 
efficiency performance. 
In the last paper, we further analyze the impact of lean implementation in 
hospitals with holistic approach. According to Operations strategy theory, so-
called taxonomy of manufacturing strategies (Miller and Roth, 1994), depending 
on differing levels of emphasis on competitive capabilities, different operations 
strategies are possible. Similarly, depending on differing levels of emphasis on 
four lean principles, there can be different lean implementation patterns in 
hospitals. Therefore, we assess lean implementation with holistic view by 
considering four lean principles implementation altogether. After identifying lean 
implementation patterns, we assess if the different lean implementation patterns 
result in different performance. 
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PAPER#1 
An Instrument for Measuring the Extent of Lean Implementation in the US 
Hospitals 
1. Introduction 
In order to address quality and cost challenges, many hospitals rapidly got to 
have interests in lean management (De Souza, 2009; Poksinska, 201 0; Radnor 
et al., 2012). In spite of its huge popularity in the health sector, however, there is 
still lack of clear understanding about lean in the health sector. As a result, many 
health care organizations have difficulties in implementing lean in their health 
care delivery environment (De Souza and Pidd, 2011). 
In the health sector, lean has been perceived as a toolset and lean 
implementation as direct application of lean tools to the health care environment 
(Poksinska, 2010). However, since lean has originated and evolved over 
decades mainly in the manufacturing environment, most of lean tools and 
practices have been developed in the manufacturing environment (Holweg, 2007; 
Shah and Ward, 2003, 2007). Therefore, due to the contextual differences 
between manufacturing and health care environment, lean implementation in the 
health sector shouldn't be just direct application of lean production tools and 
practices to the health care environment. Shah argued that there are three 
6 
abstract levels to understand lean (i.e., lean philosophy, principles, and practices) 
and lean principles are the right abstract level to apply lean to the health care 
setting (Shah et al., 2008). Based on this structural framework, in this research, 
we aim to address the following objectives: 
• Derive lean principles for the health care environment as a primary 
platform to apply lean to the health care organizations. 
• Develop measures for the extent to which a hospital has implemented 
lean in its health care environment, based on the lean principles. 
• Analyze the current state of lean implementation in the US hospitals, using 
the lean measures. 
In the next section, we provide comprehensive literature review of lean in the 
manufacturing, and then derive lean principles for the health care environment by 
adapting lean production principles to the health care setting. In section 3, we 
describe how we develop reliable and valid measures for the lean principles. In 
section 4, we describe the results of the analysis and findings of the research. In 
the last section, we further discuss the findings of the research . 
2. Literature Review and Conceptual Model 
2.1. Structural Framework of Lean Production 
There has been considerable confusion in the health sector about lean 
operations. What is known currently as lean has evolved in the manufacturing 
7 
sector over a long period of time and includes numerous concepts, programs, 
and tools (Hines et al., 2004; Holweg, 2007; Krafcik, 1988; Ohno, 1988; Shingo 
and Dillon, 1989; Sugimori et al., 1977; Womack and Jones, 1996; Womack et al., 
1990). Without a systematic and structural understanding of these complex 
elements, it is very difficult to assess how much lean is implemented in hospital 
operations. In their influential studies on lean production, Shah and her 
colleagues presented a structural framework to understand lean at three levels: 
philosophy, principles, and practices (Figure 2) (Shah et al., 2008; Shah and 
Ward, 2007). By introducing this framework, they enhanced our ability to assess 
and compare the extent of lean implementation and its subsequent effect. Figure 
2 is a description of this schema: the philosophy view lies at the highest abstract 
level, the practice view at the lowest level, and the principle view at the 
intermediate level, linking the philosophy to the practices (Shah et al., 2008). 
Lean philosophy: Lean philosophy describes the major focus and goal of lean. It 
stems from the Toyota Production System (TPS) which is the origin of the lean 
production (Shah et al., 2008). Lean philosophy is to continuously improve a 
process by eliminating waste or non-value added steps (Radnor et al., 2012). 
Taiichi Ohno, one of major contributors to the development of TPS, believed any 
step that does not create value for the end customer is waste and argued any 
non-value added step should be eliminated (Ohno, 1988). Womack and his 
colleagues (1990) also pointed out that the focus of lean production is to 
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continuously improve a process by streamlining the production flow and seeking 
to eliminate waste (Womack et al., 1990). 
Figure 2. Schematic description of lean 
Adapted from Shah et al. (2008) 
Lean principles: Lean principles are step-wise sequential guidelines for 
implementing lean philosophy. Through extensive study on lean production, 
Womack and Jones (1996) provided five lean principles: 1) identify value, 2) map 
the value stream, 3) create flow, 4) establish pull, and 5) seek perfection 
(Womack and Jones, 1996), and Spear and Bowen (1999) provided four lean 
principles: 1) standardize work; 2) create seamless linkages; 3) create simple 
and direct pathways; and 4) improve the process based on scientific methods 
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(Spear and Bowen , 1999). Table 1 provides detailed description of those lean 
production principles. 





Continuously improve a process by eliminating waste or non-
value added steps 
Lean 
Principles 







and 2. Identify all the steps that provide the value in the value 
Jones stream and eliminate non-value added steps. 





4. Let the customer trigger the activities backwards through the 
value chain based on customer's demand. 
5. Continue these improvement processes until a state of 
perfection is reached. 
1. Define how people perform their work to ensure that all work 
is highly specified to its content, sequence, timing, and 
outcome. 
2. Create direct and unambiguous connections between people 
performing the work one another, without a gray zone. 
3. Create work process so that every product and service flows 
along simple and direct pathways. 
4. Make these improvements in accordance with the scientific 
method, under the guidance of a teacher, and at the lowest 
possible organizational level. 
JIT a Lot size reductions 
bundle Just-in-time I continuous flow production 
Pull system 
TQM b 
Cellular manufacturing layout 
Cycle time reductions 
Focused factory production systems 
Agile manufacturing strategy 
Quick changeover techniques 
Bottleneck/constraint removal 
Reengineering production processes 
Quality management programs 
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bundle Total quality management 
Process capability measurements 
Formal continuous improvement program 
Competitive benchmarking 
TPM c Predictive or preventive maintenance 
bundle Maintenance optimization 
Safety improvement programs 
Planning and scheduling strategies 
New process equipment or technologies 
HRM d Flexible, cross-functional workforce 
bundle Self-directed work teams 
a. Just-in-time. 
b. Total quality management. 
c. Total preventive maintenance. 
d. Human recourse management. 
Lean practices: Lean practices are tools to operationalize lean principles as 
physical manifestations of lean philosophy. Through comprehensive literature 
review, Shah and Ward (2003) identified 22 key lean practices that have been 
commonly associated with lean production. They also found that those lean 
practices could be grouped into four bundles of inter-related and internally 
consistent practices: just-in-time (JIT); total quality management (TQM); total 
preventive maintenance (TPM); and human resource management (HRM) (Shah 
and Ward, 2003) (Table 1 ). 
2.2. Misunderstanding about Lean in the Health Sector 
Because lean practices are easier to observe and measure than lean philosophy, 
the lean practice view has been used in most empirical studies, and lean has 
been regarded as a set of practices (Shah et al., 2008). Similarly, in the health 
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sector, lean implementation has been perceived as direct application of lean 
practices to the health care organizations (Poksinska, 2010). However, because 
of the contextual differences between the manufacturing and the health care 
environment, simply applying those manufacturing-based lean practices is not 
effective for implementing lean operations into the hospital setting. 
Lean practices are not equally effective even in the manufacturing environment. 
Since lean production originated and evolved mainly in discrete manufacturing 
industries (e.g., automotive industries), lean practices are more effective in 
discrete manufacturing industries rather than in process manufacturing industries. 
In a case-based simulation modeling study, Abdulmalek and Rajgopal (2007) 
found that some lean production practices, such as just-in-time, setup time 
reduction, production leveling , and cellular manufacturing, are only partially 
applicable or inapplicable to process manufacturing industries (Abdulmalek and 
Rajgopal, 2007). 
As service operations, health care operations have unique characteristics that 
are rarely found in manufacturing operations: intangibility, simultaneous 
production and consumption, heterogeneity, perishability, and labor intensity (Nie 
and Kellogg, 1999). Especially, direct customer participation in the service 
process adds complexity that is generally not found in manufacturing operations 
(Chase and Tansik, 1983). Accordingly, studies have identified various barriers to 
lean implementation in health care organizations, including difficulties in data 
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collection, poor performance measures, and fragmentation of health care 
organizations into professional and functional silos (De Souza and Pidd, 2011). 
Because of these reasons, direct application of lean practices is highly 
controversial in the health care delivery operations. We believe that lean should 
be understood as a set of principles instead of a set of practices in order to 
facilitate lean implementation in the health sector (Shah et al. , 2008). By 
investigating lean implementation at the principle level , we can avoid some of the 
confusion in the literature and establish more complete and systematic measures 
for rigorous empirical analysis. 
2.3. Lean Principles for Hospitals 
From a comprehensive literature review on lean application to the health care 
sector, Poksinska (201 0) identified lean concepts and activities that have been 
frequently mentioned in the health care literature (Table 2) . Surprisingly, many 
lean concepts that have been considered very important in the manufacturing 
environment, such as just-in-time, kanban, pull system, and production leveling , 
have not been frequently mentioned in the health care literature. In contrast, lean 
concepts related to a patient focus (e.g., value from patient's point of view and 
patient pathway/journey/flow), standardization (e.g., standardized work, waste 
elimination, and 5Ss) , process flow improvement (e.g., process improvement, 
continuous flow, value stream mapping , and lead time reduction) , coordination 
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(e.g ., team work and cross training/education), and continuous improvement 
have appeared frequently. 
By comparing and contrasting contextual differences between manufacturing and 
hospital operations, we propose four lean principles for the health care 
environment: 1) patient focus, 2) standardized care, 3) seamless coordination, 
and 4) continuous improvement, from which we develop measures for lean 
implementation in hospital operations. 
Table 2. Lean concepts mentioned in the health care literature 




Value stream mapping 









Adapted from Poksinska (201 0) 
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And on 
Root cause analysis 
Visual management 





Total productive (preventive) maintenance 
2.3.1. Patient Focus 
In the manufacturing environment, customer focus has been central to lean 
production. Ohno believed any activity that does not create value for the end 
customer is waste and should be eliminated (Ohno, 1988). In order to eliminate 
waste, first we should identify the value that is desired by the customer. Womack 
and Jones (1996) argued that the first step of lean management is to specify 
value from the stand point of the end customer. 
Unlike in the manufacturing sector, customer focus has not been a central 
interest in the health sector (Poksinska, 201 0). In fact, the term customer has 
been ambiguous in the health sector. The primary customer in the health care 
delivery system is the patient, but different stakeholders (e.g. , insurance 
companies, local communities, government, and tax payers) have different 
customers other than patients. The ambiguous notion of the customer and 
dynamics between different stakeholders have been considered one of major 
challenges for health care organizations (Bushell et al. , 2002; Endsley et al. , 
2006; Young and McClean, 2008). 
Furthermore, care process in large health care organizations has evolved over 
time but seldom been the result of conscious planning and action (Fillingham, 
2007; Kim et al. , 2007). Work is mostly organized around health care providers 
(e.g ., doctors, nurses, and other clinical staff) without a clear focus on the 
convenience of the patient (Bahensky et al. , 2005; Dickson et al. , 2009; 
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Fillingham, 2007). In such systems, much of the work performed for the patient 
does not directly add value to the patient (Fillingham, 2007), and patients can 
easily spend hours in hospitals for only a few minutes of value-added time 
(Poksinska, 201 0). 
Recently, there is increasing consensus that health care providers should 
recognize the patient as the primary customer and improve care process with a 
clear focus on the patient (Ben-Tovim et al. , 2007; Dickson et al., 2009; Endsley 
et al., 2006; Fillingham, 2007; Kim et al. , 2007; Laursen et al., 2003; Raab et al., 
2006; Sirio et al. , 2003). The Institute of Medicine also argued that the US health 
care system should deliver patient-centered care (Institute of Medicine, 2001 ). 
2.3.2. Standardized Care 
Health care providers often argue that standardizing care process is not possible 
in the health care setting because every patient is different, unlike high-volume 
products manufactured in a factory (De Souza and Pidd, 2011 ). On the other 
hand, standardization is an important step for eliminating waste and consistently 
providing evidence-based best practice. Poorly specified patient care process 
often results in inconsistent care, unreliable access to resources , and constant 
interruptions, which in turn, cause inefficiencies, long waiting times, increased 
risk of errors, and worker frustration (Jimmerson et al., 2005). 
Standardizing production process has been heavily emphasized in the 
manufacturing environment. Spear and Bowen (1999) proposed standardized 
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work as one of the lean production principles. They thought all work should be 
highly specified in terms of its content, sequence, timing , and outcome so that 
deviations from the specification is readily apparent and individual decision 
making related to the work is reduced. Womack and Jones (1996) did not 
explicitly include standardization as one of lean production principles but argued 
that all steps should be specified to provide value to the customer and non-value 
added steps should be eliminated , implying standardization. 
Care process standardization is being addressed by leading health care 
organizations. Increasingly, efforts are being made to categorize a large variety 
of patients with different conditions into groups with similar needs and value 
streams. If patients fall into similar categories with regard to their disease and 
condition, similar care process can be offered to the patients. This doesn't mean 
that all patients are to be provided with identical care process, particularly 
because patient preferences may differ, but it is an attempt to provide better care 
for all (De Souza and Pidd , 2011). These efforts, when consistently applied , can 
improve efficiency and effectiveness of patient care (Institute of Medicine, 2001 ). 
Care process in hospitals, especially in the intensive-care environment, is 
described often as extremely complex. Yet, using a simple checklist as an effort 
to standardize care process is proved to significantly improve quality of care 
(Gawande, 201 0). A study performed in a large number of intensive-care units 
showed that using a simple checklist resulted in a large and sustained reduction 
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in catheter-related bloodstream infection (Pronovost et al., 2006). This result 
supports that standardization is effective in the health care environment as in the 
manufacturing. 
2.3.3. Seamless Coordination 
Health care is a complex system with many interdependent functional 
departments and professional workgroups (Tucker et al., 2006). This 
fragmentation of health care organizations into functional and professional silos 
has been considered one of critical barriers to lean implementation in the health 
sector (De Souza and Pidd , 2011 ). Many problems and errors frequently occur in 
the crossing between these silos. 
Seamless coordination has been emphasized in the manufacturing environment. 
Womack and Jones (1996) argued that all steps in the value chain should occur 
in tight sequence. Spear and Bowen (1999) emphasized direct and unambiguous 
connections and simple pathways. 
In the current health care system, the delivery of care often is overly complex and 
uncoordinated, requiring unnecessary steps and patient handoffs (Institute of 
Medicine, 2001 ). These cumbersome processes waste resources, leave 
unaccountable voids in coverage, and fail to build on the strengths of all health 
care professionals to ensure that care is appropriate, timely, and safe. 
Redesigning of the health care delivery system is required to change the 
structures and process of the environment in which all health care professionals 
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and departments seamlessly function. Optimizing individual processes is not 
sufficient. It is necessary to integrate multiple processes owned by different 
professional groups and functional departments and optimize them as a whole 
(Bahensky et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007). 
2.3.4. Continuous Improvement 
Health care organizations often report that lean projects provide initial 
improvements while they are rarely sustained (Mann, 2005; Poksinska, 201 0) . 
Thus, one of the real challenges of lean implementation in the health sector is to 
go beyond the simple application of a lean project and achieve sustainable 
improvement (Kim et al., 2007). 
According to lean proponents, continuous improvement is more about developing 
a culture, where frontline employees are continuously focusing on the goal of 
eliminating waste and are encouraged to develop ideas to improve their work 
process. Improvement activities have to become a part of their everyday work 
(Spear and Bowen, 1999; Womack and Jones, 1996). One of major elements of 
lean implementation is to develop people to pursue continuous improvement. 
Lean organization should turn employees into problem solvers (Balle and 
Regnier, 2007). 
Womack and Jones (1996) explicitly pointed out continuous improvement as the 
last lean production principle by arguing that all the improvement processes 
should be continued until a state of perfection is reached. They describe 
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perfection as the state in which perfect value for the customer is created with no 
waste. Spear and Bowen (1999) argued that improvement efforts should be 
pursued in accordance with scientific methods, under the guidance of a teacher, 
and at the lowest possible organizational level. 
Frontline clinicians are experts at performing their work. Thus, their commitment 
enables their professional knowledge, skill, and experience to be used for 
improving the work process (Aherne, 2007; Jimmerson et al., 2005). Empowered 
frontline clinicians tend to be more eager to bring forward their ideas as opposed 
to reluctant workers forced to carry out top-down improvement ideas (Dickson et 
al., 2009; Kaplan and Patterson, 2008). Therefore, it is critical to provide 
appropriate training and responsibility to frontline clinicians, so that they take 
initiatives to make improvements on their own (Aherne, 2007; Bahensky et al., 
2005; Balle and Regnier, 2007; Bushell et al. , 2002; Endsley et al., 2006; Sirio et 
al., 2003; Spear, 2006; Westwood and Silvester, 2006). 
In addition, top-level managers should show a genuine interest in the lean 
projects , pay attention to their results, and provide necessary resources to them 
(Aherne, 2007; Bahensky et al., 2005; Fillingham, 2007; Massey and Williams, 
2005). The presence of top-level managers is proposed as a necessary condition 
for the success of lean implementation (Nelson-Peterson and Leppa, 2007). Low-
level managers should take ownership of the lean projects and actively support 
their frontline clinicians in the improvement projects (Bahensky et al. , 2005; 
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Jimmerson et al., 2005; Massey and Williams, 2005; Stolle and Parrott, 2007) . 
Furthermore, when frontline clinicians and managers try to improve the care 
process, they should rely on scientific methods instead of learning from personal 
experience alone. They should reduce or eliminate intuition-based decision 
making while promoting evidence-derived decision making (Spear and Bowen, 
1999). 
2.4. Conceptual Model for Lean in the Health Care 
In the previous sections, we conducted a comprehensive and systematic review 
of literature on lean application in the manufacturing and health care sectors. 
From the extant knowledge, we proposed four lean principles for the health care 
environment: 1) patient focus, 2) standardized care, 3) seamless coordination, 
and 4) continuous improvement. 
The patient focus principle is to identify value from a patient perspective and to 
improve care processes with a clear focus on the patient as the end customer. 
The standardized care principle is to specify care processes in terms of content, 
sequence, timing , and outcome, based on evidence-based best practice. The 
seamless coordination principle is to break down barriers and increase 
cooperation between multiple workgroups and units for improving patient flow 
and reducing errors. The continuous improvement principle is to go beyond the 
simple application of lean tools and develop organizational culture to consistently 
evaluate itself, learn from its mistake, and continuously improve the whole care 
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processes. Figure 3 shows the conceptual model of this study to describe lean in 
the health care environment. 
Figure 3. Conceptual model to describe lean in the health care sector 




Patient Focus Standardized Seamless Continuous Care Coordination Improvement 








Identify value from the patient standpoint and improve care process 
with a clear focus on the needs and flow of the patient. 
Specify all the care processes with regard to content, sequence, 
timing, and outcome, according to disease and condition, based on 
evidence-based best practice. 
Create seamless connections and pathways among multiple 
departments and workgroups so as to improve patient care flow and 
reduce errors. 
Continue these improvement processes until a state of perfection is 
reached , at the frontline clinical staff level, with a full support from 
management, by using scientific methods. 
In the next section, we provide how we develop the instrument to measure the 
extent of lean implementation in healthcare with this conceptual model , and how 
we evaluate reliability and validity of the developed measurement instrument. 
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3. Method 
Based on the lean principles, we developed a measurement instrument for the 
extent of lean implementation in hospitals. Figure 4 shows the step-by-step 
procedure that we use to develop, modify, and validate the instrument to 
measure the extent of lean principles implementation in hospitals. In the first 
phase, we derived lean principles for the health sector through a comprehensive 
literature review. This phase was described in the previous section. In the second 
phase, we selected hospital activities and associated them with lean principles to 
develop the measures for lean principles implementation. In the third phase, we 
performed exploratory data analysis to examine how close those selected 
hospital activities were associated with each of the lean principles. Based on the 
results, we modified the measurement instrument to improve its reliability and 
validity. In the last phase, we performed confirmatory data analysis to validate 
the proposed measures for lean principles implementation. 
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Figure 4. Step-by-step procedure used to develop, modify and validate lean 
instrument 
1. Lean Principles (Constructs) Identification Identify 4 Lean 
• Lean constructs are identified through literature 1-----. Principles 
review 
2. Instrument Development Develop Instrument 
• Hospital activities that operationalize lean principles f----. of 4 Lean Principles 
are selected from quality improvement activities and 30 Hospital 
survey (QAS) (Cohen et al., 2008) Activities 
3. Instrument Modification Eliminate 8 Items 
• Corrected Item to Total Correlation (CITC) Score (CICT < 0.30) 
0 Item level Reliability test(> 0.30) 
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) at Construct Modify Instrument 
level ~ to Have 4 Lean 
0 Divergent Validity test: Unidimensionality of Principles and 22 
each construct Hospital Activities 
0 Convergent Validity test: Factor loadings 
(>0.40) 
4. Instrument Validation Validate Proposed 
• Cronbach's Alpha: Construct level Reliability test Instrument of 4 
• Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) Lean Principles and 
0 Divergent Validity test: Unidimensionality of -----. 22 Hospital 
each construct Activities 
0 Convergent Validity test: Significance of 
each loading and overall model fit 
3.1. Data and Sample 
We used a survey data on hospitals' quality improvement activities to develop the 
lean measures. The quality improvement activities survey (QAS) was conducted 
in 2006 by two authors of this study (Joseph Restuccia and Michael Shwartz) to 
assess the nature of quality improvement activities undertaken by hospitals, in 
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collaboration with the Health Research & Education Trust (HRET) and the 
American Hospital Association (AHA) (Cohen et al., 2008). The QAS instrument 
contained 173 items across a variety of quality-related practices and activities 
that were performed in hospitals. These improvement activities constitute a 
majority of the tools and programs through which the lean approach is 
operationalized in the health care setting . We utilized the QAS data to measure 
the extent of lean principles implementation in hospitals. 
From the population of 4,237 nationwide short-term, nonfederal, general service 
hospitals having more than 25 beds, the QAS data included 470 responding 
hospitals (Cohen et al., 2008). Table 4 shows characteristics of the sample and 
population hospitals. The sample hospitals were fairly similar to the population 
hospitals (2005 AHA annual survey, N = 4,222) along a number of dimensions. 
The main differences were the higher percentages of large hospitals and 
teaching hospitals and the smaller percentages of nonmetropolitan hospitals and 
for-profit hospitals in the sample. Sample hospitals also showed somewhat better 
quality than population hospitals, but there were not large differences (Cohen et 
al., 2008). The unit of analysis of the survey was hospital , and the questionnaire 
was answered by a single respondent for each hospital, usually the chief quality 
officers (CQOs) or the equivalent position at the hospitals. Most items in the 
survey used 5 point Likert scales, from "1 =Strongly disagree (or Not used at all)" 
to "5 =Strongly agree (or Used hospital wide)." 
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Table 4. Characteristics of answered hospitals and the population hospitals 
(Cohen et al., 2008) 
Hospital Categories Responding Population 
Characteristics hospitals hospitals 
(n = 470) (N = 4,222) 
n (%) n (%) 
Bed size 25-99 beds 145 (30.9) 1,810 (42.9) 
1 00-399 beds 237 (50.4) 2,000 (47.4) 
400 or more beds 88(18.7) 412 (9.7) 
Region Midwest 161 (34.3) 1 ,223 (28.9) 
Northeast 87 (18.5) 593 (14.1) 
South 160 (34.0) 1 ,638 (38.8) 
West 62 (13.2) 768 (18.2) 
Ownership For-profit 21 (4.5) 662 (15.7) 
Government, nonfederal 96 (20.4) 951 (22.5) 
Nonprofit 353 (75.1) 2,609 (61.8) 
Teaching status a Yes 67 (14.3) 275 (6.5) 
No 403 (85.7) 3,947 (93.5) 
Network affiliation Yes 164 (34.9) 1 ,278 (30.3) 
No 261 (55.5) 2,187 (51 .8) 
Missing values 45 (9.6) 757 (17.9) 
System affiliation Yes 214 (45.5) 1,900 (45.0) 
No 253 (53.8) 2,322 (55.0) 
Missing values 3 (0.6) 
Medicare DSH b Yes 289 (61 .5) 2,428 (57.5) 
No 116(24.7) 889 (21.1) 
Missing values 65 (13.8) 905 (21.4) 
Metropolitan county Yes 302 (64.3) 2,486 (58.9) 
No 168 (35.7) 1,735 (41 .1) 
Missing values 1 (0) 
Source: American Hospital Association Annual Survey, 2005. 
a. Member, Council of Teaching Hospitals, Association of American Medical Colleges. 
b. Disproportionate Share Hospital. 
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3.2. Association of Hospital Activities with Lean Principles 
From the QAS, we selected 30 improvement activities that reflected lean 
principles in hospitals. For face validity of the instrument, the authors had several 
rounds of rigorous discussions. 
3.2.1. Patient Focus 
The patient focus principle contends that value should be identified from the 
patient standpoint, and care process should be optimized with a clear focus on 
the needs and flow of the patient, instead of health care providers. We selected 
five hospital activities from the QAS instrument to represent the patient focus 
principle (Table 5). Collectively these activities reflect a focus on actual and 
potential patients. 
Since enhanced communication with actual and potential patients helps hospitals 
identify the things that patients really care about, we selected following hospital 
activities as measures for the patient focus principle: 'clinicians involve patients 
and families in efforts to improve patient care,' 'the hospital regularly 
communicates achievement of hospital-wide quality goals to the general public, ' 
and 'patient advisory groups.' Because nurses take more responsibilities in direct 
patient care than other health care providers, the nurse-to-patient ratio 
represents the degree of patient focus in hospitals. Therefore, we included the 
following hospital activity as an important measure for the patient focus principle: 
'specific strategies to reduce the number of patients assigned to each nurse.' In 
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addition, we added 'patient flow improvement strategies' because it represents 
an attempt to enhance patients' experience with various care providing functional 
departments of a hospital. 
3.2.2. Standardized Care 
The core idea behind the standardized care principle is that all the care 
processes should be specified with regard to content, sequence, timing, and 
outcome. While it can be argued that patient care in hospital requires higher 
degree of customization than manufactured products, there is increasing 
evidence that standardized care based on evidence-based best practice results 
in better outcome for patients with less overall cost (Gawande, 2007, 201 0; 
Pronovost et al., 2006). We selected six hospital activities from the QAS 
instrument that were associated with the standardized care principle (Table 5). 
Standardization of care process has to be achieved through detailed 
investigation and rigorous scientific research. 'Evidence-based practice 
guidelines/clinical pathways' and 'disease- or condition-specific Ql projects' 
represent critical hospital activities that are necessary to achieve standardized 
care process based on evidence-based best practices according to disease and 
condition . We included 'chronic disease registries' and 'planned care for chronic 
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illness' as elements of the standardized care principle. The practice of 'standing 
orders1' is a specific tool to provide standardized care, so was included as well . 
3.2.3. Seamless Coordination 
The core idea of the seamless coordination principle is that care process should 
be directly and seamlessly connected between various departments and 
workgroups in health care organizations. This principle improves patient flow and 
eliminates grey zones where errors could occur. Eight hospital activities in the 
QAS instrument are associated with the seamless coordination principle (Table 
5). 
Hospitals are often criticized because their structure and processes are not well 
designed to facilitate coordination. In the QAS, hospitals' efforts to facilitate 
coordination are measured by ' the hospital's structure and work processes 
impede coordination across departments and workgroups,' and 'there is little 
coordination of Ql efforts across departments and workgroups.' In addition, 
ambiguous and indirect connections create grey zones where errors can occur. 
Therefore , all the care processes should be designed to be directly and 
seamlessly connected between various departments and workgroups. We 
included the following QAS activities, which reflect the attempt to eliminate errors: 
'people and processes are in place to identify, analyze, and act upon all adverse 
1 They are physicians' orders that can be exercised by other health care providers when 
predetermined conditions have been met. Usually, they are instructions for patient 
management that are to be followed by the nursing staff on a regula r and consistent 
basis, unless instructed to the contrary. 
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events to prevent future occurrences,' and 'people and processes are in place to 
identify, analyze, and act upon near misses 2 to prevent future occurrences.' 
Furthermore, it has been argued that there are invisible barriers between health 
care professionals (e.g ., between physicians and nurses). Increasing cooperation 
requires breaking down those barriers in health care organizations. A 
multidisciplinary team approach helps break down the barriers and improve 
coordination between health care professionals. These efforts are measured in 
the QAS by questions like 'shared clinical governance by nurses and physicians,' 
'use of advanced practice nurses to coordinate or manage patient care, ' 
'pharmacists placed inpatients care units, ' and 'multidisciplinary rounds.' 
3.2.4. Continuous Improvement 
The continuous improvement principle contends that improvement efforts should 
be continued until a state of perfection is reached . This principle should consist of 
the active involvement of the frontline clinicians, full support of the managers, 
and the use of scientific methods. 
The lean approach emphasizes bottom-up idea flow while conventional 
management approaches imply top-down idea flow. The logic of the lean 
approach is to let frontline workers improve their working process because 
frontline workers understand more about the problems in the process that they 
face every day than managers. Managers need to empower and support frontline 
2 A near miss is an incident that had the potential to cause serious harm to a person 
receiving care. 
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workers. We included the following QAS activities under this principle: 'progress 
toward achieving hospital-wide quality goals is tracked and communicated to 
clinical staff,' 'QI project results are regularly communicated to clinical staff,' 
'corrective action is taken if progress toward achieving hospital-wide quality goals 
is not adequate,' 'senior managers regularly celebrate successful Ql projects and 
give recognition to project team members,' 'management "walk-arounds" to 
identify quality problems or issues,' 'QI activities to improve workforce 
recruitment, retention, and development,' and 'profiling of individual provider 
performance.' 
When frontline clinicians work on improving health care process, they should rely 
on scientific methods instead of personal experience alone in order to reduce or 
eliminate intuition-based decision making while promoting evidence-based 
decision making. We included the following hospital activities that are associated 
with scientific methods: 'benchmarking within the hospital,' 'benchmarking with 
other hospitals,' 'learning best practices from other industries' and 'work process 
redesigning or reengineering.' 
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Clinicians involve patients and families in efforts to improve 
patient care 
The hospital regularly communicates achievement of 
hospital-wide quality goals to the general public 
Patient advisory groups 
Specific strategies to reduce the number of patients 
assigned to each nurse 
Patient flow improvement strategies 
Patient care processes are standardized , where and when 
appropriate 
Evidence-based practice guidelines/clinical pathways 
Disease- or condition-specific Ql projects 
Chronic disease registries 
Planned care for chronic illness (Wagner's Chronic Disease 
Model) 
Standing orders 
People and processes are in place to identify, analyze, and 
act upon all adverse events to prevent future occurrences 
People and processes are in place to identify, analyze, and 
act upon near misses to prevent future occurrences 
The hospital 's structure and work processes impede 
coordination across departments and workgroups (reverse 
coded) 
There is little coordination of Ql efforts across departments 
and workgroups (reverse coded) 
Shared clinical governance by nurses and physicians 
Use of advanced practice nurses (APNs) to coordinate or 
manage patient care 
Pharmacists place in patient care units 
Multidisciplinary rounds 
Progress toward achieving hospital-wide quality goals is 
tracked and communicated to clinical staff 
Ql project results are regularly communicated to clinical staff 
Senior managers regularly celebrate successful Ql projects 
and give recognition to project team members 
Management "walk-arounds" to identify quality problems or 
issues 
Corrective action is taken if progress toward achieving 
hospital-wide quality goals is not adequate 
Ql activities to improve workforce recruitment, retention, and 
development 
Profiling of individual provider performance 
Work process redesigning or re-engineering 
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Cont_9 Benchmarking within the hospital 
Cont_1 0 Benchmarking with other hospitals 
Cont 11 Learning best practices from other industries 
• The items are eliminated during the exploratory data analysis phase 
3.3. Exploratory Data Analysis 
Using SPSS, we performed exploratory data analysis with the QAS data to test 
reliability and validity of the measurement instrument (Shah and Ward, 2007). 
First, using the internal consistency method, we evaluated Corrected Item to 
Total Correlation (CITC) score for each item to assess item level reliability of the 
instrument (Cronbach, 1951; Nunnally, 1967; Sellitz et al. , 1976). CICT refers to 
the correlation between an item and the rest of items in the scale. It is suggested 
that an item with CITC score below 0.30 should not be included unless the item 
is considered very important to the construct. An important objective in 
conducting exploratory data analysis is item purification to ensure scale reliability 
(Kerlinger, 1986). 
Second , we conducted Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for each construct 
(i.e., lean principle) to assess construct validity (i.e., divergent and convergent 
validity) of the instrument. PCA is to identify empirical indicators that are strongly 
linked to a particular latent variable. Critical purpose to conduct PCA is to assess 
whether items are loaded on a single dimension (i .e., unidimensionality) for 
divergent validity (Fabrigar et al. , 1999) and whether factor loadings are sufficient 
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for convergent validity (Hair et al. , 2009). For factor loadings, values above 0.40 
are considered sufficient. 
Based on the results from the exploratory data analysis, we modified the 
measurement instrument to improve its reliability and validity. 
3.4. Confirmatory Data Analysis 
We performed confirmatory data analysis to validate the measurement 
instrument proposed from the exploratory data analysis phase (Shah and Ward , 
2007). Using Mplus, we performed Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) . CFA 
requires the measurement model specified prior to analyzing the data. Latent 
variables (i.e., constructs) and their associated empirical indicators (i .e. , items) 
should be specified a priori. This is accomplished by restricting individual items to 
load on specific constructs. In this way, CFA provides enhanced control for 
assessing construct validity (i .e., convergent and divergent validity) (O'Leary-
Kelly and J Vokurka, 1998). 
CFA allows for better and more direct means to estimate the degree to which 
construct validity is achieved (Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982). In CFA, first, we 
examined the significance of individual factor loadings. Second , we assessed 
overall model fit. Overall model fit portrays the degree to which the specified 
indicators represent the hypothesized constructs (Hair et al. , 2009). There is no 
single statistical test that best describes how well the observed data fits the 
proposed model. A number of overall fit measures have been developed to 
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assess three complementary perspectives of fit: 1) absolute; 2) incremental; and 
3) parsimonious fit (Hair et al., 2009; Shah and Goldstein, 2006). 
Absolute fit measures assess how well a priori model specified by the researcher 
reproduces the observed data. The most basic measure of overall fit is Chi-
square (X2) statistic. Low x2 values are considered indicative of good fit since 
they are associated with significance levels exceeding 0.05. However, it is often 
criticized for its over sensitivity to the sample size, especially where the sample 
size exceeds 200 respondents (Hair et al. , 2009). Thus, we report x2 in the 
current study, but do not use this to evaluate the fit. Root Mean Square Error of 
Approximation (RMSEA) is a measure of fit per degree of freedom . It is 
commonly used as an indicator to assess nature of fit: RMSEA <0.05 indicates 
close fit, RMSEA <0.08 indicates reasonable fit, and RMSEA >0.1 0 indicates 
poor fit (Browne and Cudeck, 1992). Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) is an 
average of residuals between observed and estimated input matrix. A smaller 
value of RMR represents a better fit. The recommended maximum value of RMR 
is < 0.10 (Chau, 1997). Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) represents the overall 
degree of fit (the squared residuals from prediction compared to the actual data). 
GFI ranges from 0 (no fit) to 1 (perfect fit). Generally, the GFI value greater than 
0.90 is considered good (Hair et al., 2009) . 
Incremental fit measures assess how well the estimated model fits relative to 
some alternative baseline model (Hair et al., 2009). The most common baseline 
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model is a null model that assumes all observed variables are uncorrelated. Most 
widely used incremental fit measures are Normed Fit Index (NFI) , Non-Normed 
Fit Index or Tucker Lewis Index (NNFI or TLI), and Comparative Fit Index (CFI). 
They range between 0 (no fit) and 1 (perfect fit) . The values above 0.90 are 
usually associated with a model that fits well (Browne and Cudeck, 1992; Hair et 
al., 2009). 
Parsimonious fit measures provide information about which model among a set 
of competing models is best, considering its fit relative to its complexity (degree 
of freedom) (Hair et al. , 2009). Widely used parsimonious fit measures are 
Adjusted Goodness-of-fit Index (AGFI), Normed Chi-square (x2/df) , and 
Parsimony Normed Fit Index (PNFI) . AGFI is an extension of GFI in that it 
adjusts GFI by the ratio of degrees of freedom for the proposed model to the 
degrees of freedom for the null model. AGFI of 0.90 and above is highly 
desirable (Hair et al. , 2009), but a value of 0.80 is also acceptable and indicative 
of a good fit (Segars and Grover, 1993). For Normed Chi-square, a value below 
3.0 generally suggests good fit. PNFI values of 0.70 or above designate good fit. 
After conducting CFA to test construct validity of the proposed measurement 
model, we analyzed Cronbach's Alpha to test construct-level reliability by using 
SPSS. Alpha values over 0.70 are considered essential for existing scales while 
values around 0.60 are also considered acceptable for new scales or exploratory 
studies (Nunnally, 1967). 
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4. Analysis 
4.1. Exploratory Data Analysis 
4.1.1. Patient Focus (PAT) 
For the patient focus principle, we originally selected five items. Table 5 shows 
the name and label for each of the items of the principle. CITC was calculated for 
each of the items in the patient focus principle. In the first iteration, all items had 
CITC scores above 0.30 except one item (Pat_1 ). The initial CITC score for the 
Pat_1 item was 0.290, below the recommended lowest limit for retaining an item 
(Kerlinger, 1986), and thus the item was dropped. After dropping the item, in the 
second iteration, another item (Pat_2) had CITC score below 0.30. The CITC 
score for the Pat_2 item was 0.288, and the item was also dropped. In the third 
iteration, all items had CITC scores above 0.30, and thus the three items were 
retained. The Cronbach's Alpha of the resulting items was 0.601, above the 
recommended cutoff, 0.6, for exploratory studies. Table 6 shows the results of 
the reliability analysis for each of the items in the patient focus principle. 
Table 6. Patient focus - Item purification 
Item Initial CITC 2nd CITC Final CITC Alpha, if Cronbach's 
name item deleted Alpha 
Pat 1 0.290 Item dropped 0.601 
Pat 2 0.335 0.288 Item dropped 
Pat 3 0.410 0.376 0.323 0.615 
Pat 4 0.374 0.417 0.450 0.447 
Pat 5 0.438 0.463 0.477 0.402 
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PCA was performed for the patient focus principle with the remaining three items. 
PCA is frequently used to establish a unidimensional nature for a group of 
empirical indicators with regard to a predefined dimension. Table 7 shows the 
results of the PCA. All items had loadings above 0.60, well above the 
recommended lowest limit, 0.40, and thus all items were retained. The three 
items were loaded on one construct, and explained more than 50 percent of the 
variance. 




















For the standardized care principle, we originally selected six items (Table5) . 
CITC was calculated for each of the items in the standardized care principle. In 
the first iteration, all items had CITC scores above 0.30 except two items (Std_1 
and Std_6). The CITC scores for the Std_1 and Std_6 items were 0.296 and 
0.279, respectively, below the recommended lowest limit for retaining an item. 
Although the Std_1 item had CITC score slightly below the recommended lowest 
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limit, 0.30, the item was considered important to the construct. Therefore, the 
Std_1 item was retained while the Std_6 item was dropped. After dropping the 
Std_6 item, in the second iteration, again the Std_1 item had CITC score of 
0.283, below the recommended cutoff, 0.30. This time we dropped the item. In 
the third iteration, all remaining four items had CITC scores above 0.40, and thus 
were retained. The Cronbach's Alpha of the resulting items was 0.703, above the 
recommended cutoff, 0.6, for exploratory studies. Table 8 shows the results of 
the reliability analysis for each of the items in the standardized care principle. 
Table 8. Standardized care- Item purification 
Item Initial CITC 2nd CITC Final CITC Alpha, if Cronbach's 
name item Alpha. 
deleted 
Std 1 0.296 0.283 Item dropped 0.703 
Std 2 0.610 0.584 0.527 0.615 
Std 3 0.542 0.563 0.544 0.604 
Std 4 0.427 0.450 0.486 0.641 
Std 5 0.351 0.365 0.401 0.689 
Std 6 0.279 Item dropped 
PCA was run for the standardized care principle with the resulting four items. 
Table 9 shows the results of the PCA. All items had loadings above 0.60, well 
above the recommended lowest limit, 0.40, and thus all were retained. Although 
all four items were expected to load on one construct, they loaded on two 
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constructs: two constructs with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were extracted . 
Each construct individually explained more than 25 percent of variation , and the 
two constructs together explained almost 80 percent of the variance. Further 
examination was performed for this principle. 
Table 9. Standardized care- Principle level PCA 
Principle Item name Factor Factor Eigenvalue Variance 
code loading: loading: explained 
Construct 1 Construct 2 (%) 
STD Std 2 .768 -.474 2.118 52.940 
Std 3 .777 -.462 1.032 25.792 
Std 4 .724 .454 
Std 5 .632 .623 
We performed PCA with Varimax rotation to extract constructs from the principle. 
The results indicated that the first remaining items (Std_2 and Std_3) loaded on 
one construct while the last two items (Std_ 4 and Std_5) loaded on the other 
construct. Careful investigation revealed that the first construct was about 
developing evidence-based care processes while the second construct was 
about providing standardized care to the chronically ill patients . Thus, we 
modified the instrument to have two constructs under the standardized care 
principle (STD) : the evidence-based practice (STD_EVD) and chronic care 
management (STD_CHR). Table 10 shows the results of the PCA with Varimax 
rotation and Cronbach's Alpha of each construct. Although these two constructs 
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had only two items, the Cronbach's Alphas for the constructs were 0.780 and 
0.661 , above the recommended cutoff, 0.6, for exploratory studies. 
Table 10. Standardized care- Principle level PCA with Varimax rotation 
Principle Construct Item name Factor Factor Cronbach's 
code code loading : loading: Alpha 
Construct 1 Construct 2 
STD STD EVD Std 2 0.890 0.147 0.780 
Std 3 0.889 0.162 
STD CHR Std 4 0.248 0.818 0.661 
Std 5 0.068 0.885 
4.1.3. Seamless Coordination (SEAM) 
For the seamless coordination principle, we originally selected eight items (Table 
5) . CITC was calculated for each of the items in the seamless coordination 
principle. In the first iteration, all items had CITC scores above 0.30 except one 
item (Seam_3) . The CITC score for the Seam_3 item was 0.253, below the 
recommended lowest limit for retaining an item, and thus the item was dropped . 
In the second iteration, all items had CITC scores above 0.30 except one item 
(Seam_ 4). The SEAM_ 4 item had CITC score of 0.244, below the recommended 
lowest limit of 0.30, and thus was dropped. In the third iteration , one item 
(Seam_2) had CITC score of 0.286, below the lowest limit, and thus was dropped . 
In the fourth iteration, the CITC score of one item (Seam_1 ) was 0.208, below 
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the lowest limit, and the item was dropped. In the fifth iteration, all the remaining 
four items had CITC scores above 0.40, well above the lowest recommended 
limit, and were thus retained. The Cronbach's Alpha of the resulting items was 
0.711 , above the recommended cutoff, 0.6, for exploratory studies. Table 11 
shows the results of the reliability analysis for each of the items in the seamless 
coordination principle. 
Table 11. Seamless coordination - Item purification 
Item Initial 2nd 3rd 4th Final Alpha, if Cronbach's 
name CITC CITC CITC CITC CITC item Alpha 
deleted 
Seam 1 .354 .331 .309 .208 Item dropped .711 
Seam 2 .309 .309 .286 Item dropped 
Seam 3 .253 Item dropped 
Seam 4 .303 .244 Item dropped 
Seam 5 .526 .514 .505 .497 .479 .659 
Seam 6 .459 .487 .504 .524 .536 .631 
Seam 7 .389 .428 .466 .487 .490 .657 
Seam 8 .458 .467 .481 .499 .498 .648 
PCA was run for the seamless coordination principle with the resulting four items. 
Table 12 shows the results of the PCA. All items had loadings above 0.70, well 
above the lowest recommended limit, 0.40, and thus all items were retained . The 
four items were loaded on one construct, and explained more than 50 percent of 
the variance. 
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Seam 6 .764 
Seam 7 .725 
Seam 8 .727 







For the continuous improvement principle, we originally selected eleven items 
(Table 5) . CITC was calculated for each of the items in the continuous 
improvement principle. In the first iteration , all items had CITC scores above 0.30, 
with the majority of items greater than 0.40. Therefore, none of the items was 
removed . The Cronbach's Alpha of all the items was 0.809, well above the 
recommended cutoff, 0.6, for exploratory studies. Table 13 shows the results of 
the reliability analysis for each of the items in the continuous improvement 
principle. 
PCA was run for the continuous improvement principle with the resulting eleven 
items. Table 14 shows the results of the PCA. All items had loadings above 0.40, 
with the majority of items greater than 0.50, and were all retained . Although all 
eleven items were expected to load on one construct, they loaded on two 
constructs: two constructs with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were extracted for 
the construct. Each construct individually explained more than 10 percent of the 
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variance, and the two constructs together explained almost 50 percent of the 
variance. 
Table 13. Continuous improvement -Item purification 
Item name Initial CITC Alpha, if item Cronbach's Alpha 
deleted 
Cant 1 .446 .799 0.809 
Cant 2 .395 .801 
Cant 3 .463 .795 
Cant 4 .393 .804 
Cant 5 .448 .797 
Cant 6 .504 .791 
Cant 7 .463 .796 
Cant 8 .540 .787 
Cant 9 .566 .784 
Cant 10 .528 .789 
Cant 11 .500 .791 
In addition, there was one construct with eigenvalue of 0.974, slightly below the 
cutoff 1.0. If this construct is considered marginally acceptable, the items could 
be seen to load on three constructs. The construct individually explained almost 
1 0 percent of variance, and the three constructs together explained almost 60 
percent of the variance. Further examination performed for this principle. 
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Table 14. Continuous improvement- Principle level PCA 
Principle Item Factor Factor Factor Eigenvalue Variance 
code name loading : loading: loading: explained 
Construct Construct Construct (%) 
1 2 3 
CONT Cont 1 .684 -.174 -.229 3.883 35.299 
Cont 2 .648 -.240 -.393 1.384 12.582 
Cont 3 .648 -.313 -.053 .974 8.856 
Cont 4 .618 -.297 -.306 
Cont 5 .608 -.386 .134 
Cont 6 .572 .163 .385 
Cont 7 .570 .339 .095 
Cont 8 .569 -.090 .304 
Cont 9 .530 .647 -.157 
Cont 10 .574 .622 -.174 
Cont 11 .488 -.081 .590 
We performed PCA with Varimax rotation to extract two constructs as well as 
three constructs. When we extracted two constructs, seven items (Cont_ 4, 
Cont_6, Cont_7, Cont_8, Cont_9, Cont_10, and Cont_11) loaded on one 
construct while four items (Cont_1, Cont_2, Cont_3, and Cont_5) loaded on the 
other construct. When we extracted three constructs , five items (Cont_6, Cont_8, 
Cont_9, Cont_1 0, and Cont_11) loaded on the first construct; three items 
(Cont_1 , Cont_2, and Cont_5) loaded on the second construct; and the 
remaining three items (Cont_3, Cont_ 4, and Cont_7) loaded on the third 
construct. 
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Table 15. Continuous improvement- Principle level PCA with Varimax 
rotation 
Principle Construct Item Factor Factor Factor Cronbach's 
code code name loading: loading: loading: Alpha 
Construct Construct Construct 
1 2 3 
CONT CONT Cont 10 .770 .195 .033 .770 
MTHD Cont 11 .736 .115 .097 
Cont 9 .679 .235 .183 
Cont 8 .639 .066 .328 
Cont 6 .557 -.054 .473 
CONT Cont 1 .161 .844 .087 .681 
FRONT Cont 2 .108 .840 .076 
Cont 5 .172 .549 .342 
CONT Cont 4 .089 .055 .763 .551 
MGMT Cont 3 .121 .344 .608 
Cont 7 .291 .144 .565 
Careful investigation of the items and relevant literature revealed that the three 
constructs better represent nature of the principle than two constructs: the first 
construct was about the use of scientific methods; the second construct was 
about frontline clinicians' commitment; and the last construct was about 
managers' commitment. Thus, we modified the measurement model to have 
three constructs under the continuous improvement principle (CONT): scientific 
method (CONT _MTHD), frontline clinician commitment (CONT _FRONT), and 
management commitment (CONT _MGMT) . Table 15 shows the results of the 
PCA with Varimax rotation and Cronbach's Alpha of each construct. The 
Cronbach's Alphas for the CONT _MTHD, CONT _FRONT, and CONT MGMT 
constructs were 0.770, 0.681, and 0.551, respectively. 
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4.1.5. Instrument Modification 
As a result of exploratory data analysis, 8 items out of the 30 items were dropped 
due to low correlation with other items (CITC < 0.30) in its hypothesized construct 
(lean principle). The remaining 22 items had CITC scores above 0.30, with the 
majority of items greater than 0.40. From PCA, we identified two principles 
loaded on single constructs as hypothesized (patient focus and seamless 
coordination principles), while the other two principles loaded on multiple 
constructs (Table 16). The standardized care (STD) principle had two underlying 
constructs: the evidence-based practice (STD_EVD) and chronic care 
management (STD_CHR). The continuous improvement (CONT) principle had 
three underlying constructs: the use of scientific methods (CONT _MTHD), 
frontline clinician commitment (CONT _FRONT), and management commitment 
(CONT _MGMT) . As a result of exploratory data analysis, we modified the 
measurement instrument to include 22 items and 4 principles, two of which 
having underlying constructs. 
4.2. Confirmatory Data Analysis 
During the confirmatory data analysis phase, we performed CFA to validate the 
measurement instrument proposed by the exploratory data analysis phase. The 
CFA results provided strong support for the proposed factor structure extracted 
from the exploratory data analysis phase (Table 16). The t values associated with 
each of the loadings well exceeded 3.29, the critical value at the 0.001 
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significance level, suggesting that the factor loading for each of the items was 
significantly related to its specified dimension, thus verifying the posited 
relationships. The amount of variance explained (R2) by each path ranged from 
0.131 to 0.604. Cronbach's Alpha of each principle ranged from 0.601 to 0.809, 
which were acceptable for exploratory studies. The point estimates of the factor 
loadings, along with other statistics, signified a high level of construct validity of 
the measurement model. 
Table 17 shows the results of overall fit measures. Absolute fit measures, such 
as RMSEA and RMR, suggested a good fit. RMSEA value was 0.070, less than 
0.08, suggesting a reasonable fit of the model (Browne and Cudeck, 1992). 90 
percent Cl of RMSEA also ranged from 0.064 to 0.076, within the recommended 
(0.00; 0.08) range. RMR value was 0.061 , less than 0.10, suggesting a good fit of 
the model. The values of incremental fit measures, NNFI and CFI were 0.808 
and 0.844, respectively. They were below the conservative cutoff value of 0.90 
but above moderate cutoff value of 0.80. The value of Normed Chi-square, a 
parsimonious fit measure, was 3.280, slightly above the cutoff value of 3.00. 
Overall , the values of absolute, incremental, and parsimonious fit measures 
suggested a reasonable model fit. 
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Table 16. CFA results- Measurement model fit 
Lean Underlying Item Factor t value Variance Cronbach's 
principle construct name loading explained Alpha 
(R2) 
Patient Pat_3 0.591 16.177-· 0.350 0.601 
Focus Pat_4 0.382 8.932*** 0.146 
Pat_5 0.623 16.755*- 0.388 
Standardized Evidence- Std_2 0.606 15.606*** 0.368 0.703 
Care based Std_3 0.630 16.350*** 0.396 
Practice 
Chronic Care Std_4 0.534 10.131*"* 0.285 
Management Std_5 0.450 8.890-· 0.203 
Seamless Seam 5 0.362 7.565*** 0.131 0.711 
Coordination Seam 6 0.730 23.119·- 0.533 
-
Seam_? 0.737 23.213*- 0.543 
Seam_8 0.484 11.467*** 0.235 
Continuous Scientific Cont_6 0.553 13.908-· 0.305 0.809 
Improvement Method Cont_8 0.437 9.597-· 0.191 
Cont_9 0.503 12.211 -· 0.253 
Cont_10 0.502 11 .799-· 0.252 
Cont_11 0.459 1 0.641*** 0.210 
Frontline Cont_1 0.777 24.847*** 0.604 
Clinician Cont_2 0.753 23.757*** 0.567 
Commitment Cont_5 0.494 11.454*** 0.244 
Management Cont_3 0.455 11 .246*** 0.207 
Commitment Cont_ 4 0.581 15.489-* 0.337 
Cont_7 0.551 14.693*** 0.303 
•••. Path loading is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
The results from CFA and Cronbach's Alpha provided substantial support for 
confirming the proposed factor structure of the measurement instrument that 
included 22 items and 4 principles with underlying constructs (Table 16). 
Therefore , we used this measurement instrument for this study. 
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Table 17. CFA results- Overall fit measures 
Measures of fit Statistic measures Results 
Absolute X2-Test statistic (d.f.) 616.667 (188) 
RMSEA, point estimate 0.070 
RMSEA, 90% Cl (0.064; 0.076) 
Standardized RMR 0.061 
Incremental NNFI or TLI 0.808 
CFI 0.844 
Parsimonious Normed X2 3.280 
Recommended 









5. Results: The Current State of Lean Implementation in the US Hospitals 
Table 18 shows the mean and standard deviation of lean principles, indicating 
the extent to which hospitals have implemented lean principles in their health 
care operations. Since each item uses a 5 point scale, the mean score of 5.0 
represents the maximum implementation level while the mean score of 1.0 
represents the minimum implementation level. Among the four lean principles, 
the continuous improvement (CONT) principle showed relatively high level of 
implementation with the mean score of 3.58, while the other three principles 
showed relatively low levels of implementation: the patient focus (PAT) principle 
had the mean score of 2.71; the standardized care (STD) principle had 2.68, and 
the seamless coordination (SEAM) principle had 2.52. 
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Table 18. Descriptive statistics of lean principles implementation 
Lean principle Number Mean Std. 25% 50% 75% 25% 
of Dev. (Med) -75% 
hos~itals 
Patient 452 2.71 0.78 2.33 2.67 3.33 1.00 
Focus 
Standardized 444 2.68 0.70 2.25 2.50 3.19 0.94 
Care 
Seamless 456 2.52 0.94 1.75 2.50 3.25 1.50 
Coordination 
Continuous 444 3.58 0.57 3.18 3.64 4.00 0.82 
lm~rovement 
Figure 5 provides boxplots for lean principles. The seamless coordination (SEAM) 
principle showed the largest variation (the range between 25th and 75th percentile 
was 1.50), while the continuous improvement (CONT) principle showed the 
smallest variation (the range between 25th and 75th percentile is 0.82). The 
standardized care (STD) principle and seamless coordination (SEAM) principle 
also showed relatively small variations (the range between 25th and 75 percentile 
were 0.94 and 0.82, respectively). 
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standardized_Care Seamlass_Coordination Continuousjmprovement 
Table 19 shows the mean scores and standard deviations of underlying lean 
constructs . Among the three underlying constructs of the continuous 
improvement (CONT) principle, the frontline clinician commitment 
(CONT _FRONT) construct showed the highest implementation level with a mean 
score of 4.28. The scientific method (CONT _MTHD) and management 
commitment (CONT _MGMT) underlying constructs also showed relatively high 
levels of implementation with the mean scores of 3.38 and 3.23, respectively. 
Interestingly, the two underlying constructs of the standardized care (STD) 
principle were particularly divergent. The evidence-based practice (STD_EVD) 
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underlying construct showed relatively high level of implementation with the 
mean score of 3.50, while the chronic care management (STD_CHR) underlying 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this research , we found that only one lean principle, the continuous 
improvement (CONT), showed relatively high level of implemented in hospitals 
(mean = 3.58) , compared to the theoretical maximum level of implementation of 
5.0, while the other three principles, the patient focus (PAT, 2.71) , standardized 
care (STD, 2.68), and seamless coordination (SEAM, 2.52), showed relatively 
low levels of implementation . These relatively low levels of implementation of the 
patient focus (PAT) , standardized care (STD), and seamless coordination (SEAM) 
principles may indicate that there is a lack of clear understanding about what 
lean principles are and, as a result, how to apply lean to the health care 
environment. As we discussed earlier, there has been misunderstanding in the 
health care sector about lean as a toolbox rather than a system. This finding may 
support the current misunderstanding about lean in the health care organizations. 
The relatively high level of implementation of the continuous improvement 
(CONT) principle may indicate that hospitals are eager to make improvement. 
Especially, the frontline clinical staff commitment (CONT _FRONT) underlying 
construct of the continuous improvement (CONT) principle showed highest level 
of implementation (4.28) , indicating that frontline clinical staff are willing to 
commit improvement activities. However, without clear understanding about what 
they should do to make change and improvement, their efforts cannot be 
effective. 
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Furthermore, the seamless coordination (SEAM) principle showed the lowest 
mean score and largest variation in hospitals. Fragmentation in the health care 
delivery system has been pointed out as a major problem in the health sector. 
This result may reflect the current phenomenon in the US hospitals. 
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PAPER#2 
The Impact of Lean Principles Implementation on Quality and Efficiency 
Performance in the US Hospitals 
1. Introduction 
As an effort to resolve its high cost and low-quality challenges, the health sector 
has adopted lean thinking since early 2000 (De Souza, 2009; Hines et al., 2004; 
Radnor et al., 2012), believing that lean is capable of achieving high quality and 
high efficiency without a trade-off. 
Even though many studies have been performed on the use of lean in hospitals 
(Barnas, 2011; Bohmer et al., 2006; Nuzum and Fund, 2007), most of them were 
descriptive case-based studies, performed only in a single institute or a 
department (e.g., emergency department). Although many studies reported 
improved outcome after lean implementation (e.g., improved waiting time of 
patients), they were based on self-reported outcome data. Most studies were 
also limited to narrow technical application of lean tools, rather than systematic 
approach. While attempting to demonstrate the performance difference before 
and after implementing a lean project, these studies did not measure the degree 
to which lean has been implemented and how it is related to the performance 
improvement. (DelliFraine et al., 201 0; Glasgow et al. , 201 0; Mazzocato et al., 
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201 0; Poksinska, 201 0). As a result, despite its potential contribution to hospital 
operations, lean has not been effectively adopted by a large number of health 
care organizations. There is still lack of empirical evidence of the effectiveness of 
lean in the health care. More rigorous research is required to assess the impact 
of lean implementation on hospital performance based on large hospital data and 
objective performance measures. The objective of this research is to fill this gap 
in literature by addressing the following research question: 
• Does lean implementation make a significant impact on hospital quality 
and efficiency performance? 
In order to address these questions, using publicly available secondary data sets 
from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), first, we analyze 
multiple quality and efficiency performance indicators for each hospital: 1) 
adherence to evidence-based process of care as process quality indicator; 2) 
risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality as outcome quality indicator; 3) patient 
satisfaction as perceived (outcome) quality indicator; and 4) risk-adjusted cost as 
efficiency indicator. Then, through multivariate statistical analysis with these 
hospital performance indicators and the lean measures that we developed in the 
previous research, we examine the impact of lean principles implementation on 
hospital quality and efficiency performance. 
In the next section, we describe quality and efficiency assessment methods in 
the health care research and provide hypotheses of this research. In the section 
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3, we describe the data sets that we used in this research to analyze quality and 
efficiency performance of each hospital and how we analyzed the performance 
indicators. We also provide the analytic model that we used to test hypotheses. 
In the section 4, we provide results of the analyses, and further discussion about 
the findings follow in the section 5. 
2. Literature Review and Hypotheses Development 
2.1. Quality Assessment 
Quality of care is a multidimensional concept. Dona bed ian ( 1980, 1988) 
proposed quality assessment model in that quality of care needs to be measured 
under three dimensions: 1) structure, 2) process, and 3) outcome (Donabedian, 
1980, 1988). Structure denotes attributes of the setting in which patient care 
occurs, including attributes of material resources, human resources, and 
organizational structure. Process denotes what is actually done in giving and 
receiving care, addressing health care providers' activities in making a diagnosis 
and implementing treatment. Outcome denotes effects of care on the health 
status of patients. This category includes not only the improvement in the health 
status but also the degree of satisfaction of patients receiving the care. Good 
structure could increase the likelihood of good process, and good process could 
increase the likelihood of a good outcome. 
In this research , we measure quality performance of each hospital based on this 
model. We include three quality indicators to consider two dimensions (i .e. , 
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process and outcome) of health care quality: 1) process quality, 2) outcome 
quality, and 3) perceived (outcome) quality. Process quality was measured by 
calculating how much evidence-based best practices have been applied to 
eligible patients in the hospital (i.e., adherence to evidence-based process of 
care). Outcome quality was represented by mortality of the hospital (i.e. , risk-
adjusted in-hospital mortality). Perceived quality was measured by patient 
satisfaction (Shwartz et al., 2011 ). These three quality indicators have been 
endorsed by the National Quality Forum (National Quality Forum, 201 0) . In this 
research, we also consider structure dimension of quality. Because structural 
differences in hospitals can influence process and outcome quality of the 
hospitals, we include structural variables as control variables, when we assess 
the impact of lean implementation on quality performance of hospitals. 
2.2. Efficiency Assessment 
It is only recently that efficiency has become a major focus in the health sector. 
As a result, there is no universal consensus on the standardized method for 
efficiency assessment in the hospital setting. 
According to a comprehensive review of efficiency indicators in the peer-
reviewed literature published from 1990 to 2008, three methods have been 
mostly used to measure health care efficiency (Hussey et al., 2009). Among 
identified 265 efficiency indicators, almost half of them were ratio-based 
indicators, usually using only single metrics for inputs and outputs. An example of 
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a ratio-based efficiency indicator is risk-adjusted average length of stay (ALOS), 
which is calculated as the ratio of total days of hospital care to total numbers of 
discharges, adjusted for patient severity. ALOS has been frequently used as a 
proxy of hospital operations efficiency (Ashby et al., 2000; Burns et al., 1994; 
Glick et al. , 2003; McDermott and Stock, 2007). The other indicators were 
econometric- or mathematical programming-based efficiency indicators (Hussey 
et al. , 2009). Two of the most common methodologies in this category were Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) 
(Hollingsworth, 2003, 2008; Jacobs, 2001 ; Jacobs et al. , 2006; Zuckerman et al. , 
1994). 
In this study, we used risk-adjusted observed-to-expected cost ratio to assess 
hospital efficiency by comparing actual costs to the average costs of the patients 
within the DRG (diagnosis-related group) and severity group (Shwartz et al. , 
2011 ). There are several advantages in this method compared to others. First, 
this method uses the direct costs of the hospital to evaluate its operational 
efficiency rather than using a proxy of efficiency (e.g., ALOS). Second , it uses 
patient-level costs with consideration of the diagnosis and severity of each 
patient (assuming severity adjustments within DRG, which as described below 
we make) rather than hospital-level costs (e.g., as used by DEA and SFA). 
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2.3. Hypotheses Development 
In this research, we aim to assess the impact of lean implementation on hospital 
performance. Using the lean measures that we developed in the previous 
research, we can analyze the extent of lean principles implementation in each 
hospital. Using the quality and efficiency assessment methods in the health care 
research, we can analyze quality and efficiency performance of each hospital. 
Based on the measures for lean principles implementation and multiple quality 
and efficiency performance indicators in hospitals, we propose the following 
hypotheses: 
• H1a: Lean principles implementation is positively related to better process 
quality, given that structural differences are controlled. 
• H1 b: Lean principles implementation is positively related to better 
outcome quality, given that structural differences are controlled. 
• H1 c: Lean principles implementation is positively related to better 
perceived (outcome) quality, given that structural differences are 
controlled. 
• H2: Lean principles implementation is positively related to better efficiency, 
given that structural differences are controlled. 
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3. Method 
3.1. Data and Sample 
Three publicly available data sets from the CMS were used to analyze quality 
and efficiency performance of the hospitals (Shwartz et al., 2011 ): 1) Hospital 
Compare, 2) MEDPAR (Medicare Provider Analysis and Review), and 3) 
HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Provider and Systems). 
Hospital Compare Process of Care Measures: Hospital Compare has quarterly 
data from over 4,000 participating hospitals on their adherence to evidence-
based process of care. Each hospital reports the number of patient cases eligible 
for the application of a given process of care measure (care process) and the 
percentage of the patient cases who received that care process. These care 
processes are identified and recommended based on published scientific 
evidence and consistent with established clinical best practice guidelines 
(Williams et al., 2005). The process quality indicator in this study was calculated 
by considering 15 process of care measures for three conditions: acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI), commonly known as heart attack, congestive heart 
failure (HF), and pneumonia (PN) (Table 20). To ensure consistency with the 
QAS data, the 2005 data was used. The 2005 data included 394 hospitals out of 
the 470 hospitals that reported to the QAS. 
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Table 20. Evidence-based processes of care used for this study 
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) or heart attack 
1. Aspirin at arrival 
2. Aspirin prescribed at discharge 
3. Angiotensin converting inhibitor (ACE) inhibitor or angiotensin receptor blocker 
(ARB) for left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) 
4. Beta-blocker prescribed at discharge 
5. Beta-blocker at arrivals 
6. Adult smoking cessation advice/counsel 
Congestive heart failure (HF) 
7. Left ventricular function assessment 
8. ACE inhibitor or ARB for LVSD 
9. Discharge instructions 
10. Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling 
Pneumonia (PN) 
11. Oxygenation assessment 
12. Pneumococcal vaccination status assessment 
13. Initial antibiotic received within 4 hours of hospital arrival 
14. Blood culture performed in emergency department before first antibiotic received 
in hospital 
15. Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling 
MEDPAR (Medicare Provider Analysis and Review): MEDPAR includes patient-
level claim data for the services provided to Medicare beneficiaries admitted to 
certified inpatient hospitals. It allows us to track inpatient history and outcomes of 
care. The outcome quality and efficiency indicators in this study were calculated 
by using the 2005 MEDPAR File that included approximately 4.5 million Medicare 
discharges (patient cases) from 1,006 hospitals - 462 hospitals from the 470 
QAS responding hospitals and a matched set of 544 non-responding hospitals 
(Shwartz et al. , 2011 ). 
HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Provider and Systems): 
HCAHPS is a standardized survey that contains 21 questions for measuring 
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patients' perspectives on hospital care. Patient satisfaction as the perceived 
quality indicator was calculated by using the HCAHPS data administered 
between July 2006 and June 2007. It included 358 hospitals out of the 470 QAS 
responding hospitals. 
3.2. Analysis of Hospital Performance Indicators 
3.2.1. Process Quality Indicator: Adherence to Evidence-based Process of 
Care 
The adherence rate to evidence-based process of care was used as a process 
quality indicator. Using the Hospital Compare data, it was calculated for 15 
process of care measures for AMI , HF, and PN (Shwartz et al. , 2011 ). These 
measures also have been used in other studies (Boyer et al. , 2012; 
Chandrasekaran et al. , 2012; Theokary and Justin Ren, 2011 ). 
A Composite adherence rate across 15 process of care measures was calculated 
by using the opportunity-based weights approach recommended by Premier in 
the CMS demonstration pay-for-performance program, which is to treat each of 
the measures as equally important (Premier, 2003). 
Let Nph denote the number of patient cases (opportunities) eligible for the 
application of a given process of care measure p at hospital h, and S ph denote the 
associated quality score (i.e. , percentage of the patient cases that received that 
care process). The same patient could be counted multiple times if he is eligible 
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for more than one measure. The total number of patient cases that hospital h had 
to treat recommended care across 15 process of care measures was calculated 
by: 
(1) 
The number of the patient cases that actually hospital h had treated the process 
of care measure p was Nph *sph. Process quality composite score PQh for hospital 
h across all 15 process of care measures was calculated by: 
p - J.S 
PQh = L_,p=-=.::....:1 _N_ph_*_SP_h 
Nh 
(2) 
PQh represented the percentage of patient cases (opportunities) in hospital h 
treated according to evidence-based best practice across 15 process of care 
measures. 
3.2.2. Outcome Quality Indicator: Risk-adjusted Observed-to-Expected 
Mortality Ratio 
Using the MEDPAR File and APR-DRGs risk-adjustment system, which includes 
measures of severity within DRG (Averill et al., 2003), the risk-adjusted 
observed-to-expected in-hospital mortality ratio was calculated for each hospital 
as an outcome quality indicator (Shwartz et al. , 2011). 
From the MEDPAR File, first, the number of observed deaths ODh for each 
hospital h was calculated by the total number of actual deaths in the hospital. 
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Second, the number of expected deaths EDh for each hospital h was calculated . 
Using the APR-DRGs risk-adjustment system, severity class s within DRG d was 
determined for each patient case in the MEDPAR File. Severity classes were 
determined based largely on secondary diagnoses of the patient. For each DRG 
d/severity class s group, the expected mortality rate EMRsd was calculated by the 
average mortality rate for the patients in that DRG/severity class group. For this 
analysis, the data from the 1,006 hospitals was used. The number of expected 
deaths EDh of hospital h was computed as: 
EDh = Lsd EMRsd * Nsdh (3) 
where Nsdh denotes the number of patient cases in severity class s in DRG d in 
hospital h. Last, the outcome quality score OQh for each hospital h was 
calculated by the ratio of observed deaths ODh to expected deaths EDh using all 
patient cases (opportunities) in the hospital: 
(4) 
3.2.3. Perceived Quality Indicator: Patient Satisfaction 
Using the HCAHPS data, patient satisfaction was analyzed for each hospital as a 
perceived quality indicator (Shwartz et al., 2011 ). It is a subjective outcome 
quality measure that focuses on how patients perceived quality of hospital care. 
Patient satisfaction was analyzed by using two questions from the HCAHPS data 
about overall rating of hospital care: "How do you rate the hospital overall?" and 
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"Would you recommend the hospital to friends and family?" For the first question, 
the percentage of respondents who gave a rating of 9 or 10, the highest two 
ratings on the 1 0-point scale, was considered . For the second question, the 
percentage of respondents who said that they would definitely recommend the 
hospital, the highest rating on the 5-point scale, was considered. The average of 
these two percentages was calculated to derive an overall patient satisfaction 
score. 
3.2.4. Efficiency Indicator: Risk-adjusted Observed-to-Expected Cost Ratio 
Using the MEDPAR File and DxCGs risk-adjustment system, the risk-adjusted 
observed-to-expected cost ratio was calculated for each hospital as an efficiency 
indicator (Shwartz et al., 2011 ). For this analysis, a version of the DxCG software 
(DxCG Risk Smart™ Stand Alone v2.2 User Guide, 2007), which used 
coefficients estimated from Medicare expenditures to determine the relative risk 
score (RRS) for each patient in the MEDPAR File, was used. 
First, the observed cost OCh for each hospital h was calculated. From the 
MEDPAR File, patient-level charges were obtained by hospital departments for 
the approximately 4.5 million patients from the 1,006 hospitals. Then, the 
departmental ratios of costs to charges (obtained from the Medicare Cost 
Reports) were applied to the departmental charges to identify departmental costs. 
The ratios of costs to charges used in this study included direct costs before 
allocation of overhead expenses. The patient-level costs were obtained from the 
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departmental costs. The observed cost OCh for each hospital h (hospital-level 
costs) was obtained by summing all patient-level costs for the hospital. 
Second , the expected cost ECh for each hospital h was calculated . The DxCG 
system grouped patients into one of 118 conditions and hierarchical condition 
categories (HCCs) and using a multiple regression model applied to a large 
national database it estimated a relative risk score (RRS), expressed as a 
proportion of overall average costs, for each HCC. The RRSs were recalibrated 
by creating 1 00 RRS buckets and then the average costs of patients in each 
bucket in the MEDPAR File were calculated (Shwartz et al., 2011) . The expected 
cost for each patient was the average cost of patients in the bucket associated 
with the patient's RRS. The expected cost ECh for each hospital h was calculated 
by summing the expected costs of all patients in the hospital. 
Third , with the observed cost OCh and the expected cost ECh, the ratio of 
observed cost to expected cost for each hospital was computed as an efficiency 
indicator Eh of hospital h: 
(5) 
Last, since wage accounted for large portion of hospital operational costs , the 
efficiency indicator was adjusted with wage index (obtained from the CMS) , 
which represented the wage differences depending on locations. By dividing the 
efficiency indicator by the wage index, the influence of different wage levels on 
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hospital efficiency was controlled. This adjusted efficiency indicator was used for 
this study. 
3.3. Impact of Lean Principles Implementation on Hospital Performance 
Using the measures for lean principles implementation and multiple quality and 
efficiency performance indicators in hospitals, we tested the hypotheses. We 
performed multivariate regression analyses with four lean principles (PAT, STD, 
SEAM, and CONT) as independent variables and quality and efficiency 
performance indicators as dependent variables. Because the structural 
differences in hospitals could influence their quality and efficiency performance, 
we controlled for the hospitals' structural differences. We included four hospital 
structural variables as control variables: BEDSIZE, GOVERN, FORPROFIT, and 
URBAN. BEDSIZE was a categorical variable for hospital size (1 for small 
hospitals with 25-99 beds; 2 for medium hospitals with 100-399 beds; and 3 for 
large hospitals with 400 or more beds) and the others were binary variables for 
ownership and location (0 for no, and 1 for yes). GOVERN and FORPROFIT 
were dummy variables for ownership (government-owned hospital and for-profit 
hospital , respectively) , with not-for-profit hospitals as control. 
The regression model that we used to analyze the impact of lean principles 
implementation on quality and efficiency performance, after controlling for 
structural differences in hospitals, is: 
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Y =a+ bt*BEDSIZE + b2*GOVERN + b3*FORPROFJT + b4*URBAN + 
bs*PAT+ b6*STD + b7*SEAM+ ba*CONT (6) 
, where Y is a hospital performance indicator. In making statements about 
relationship, we have used the significance level of 0.1 since it is exploratory 
research. 
4. Results 
4.1. Hospital Performance Indicators 
Table 21 and Figure 6 provide descriptive statistics and boxplots of hospital 
quality and efficiency performance indicators. The process quality scores were 
calculated for 394 hospitals. Hospitals showed relatively high process quality with 
the mean score of 0.83 (83% of adherence rate), with the smallest variation: its 
25th and 75th percentiles were 0. 79 and 0.88, respectively. 
The outcome quality scores were calculated for 446 hospitals. The mean score 
was 1.11 (1.11 times higher mortality rate compared to the average of the 1,006 
hospitals). Hospitals showed the largest variation for outcome quality: its 25th and 
75th percentiles were 0.87 and 1.28, respectively. 
The perceived quality scores were calculated for 297 hospitals. The mean score 
was 0.66 (66% of patients were highly satisfied) . Hospitals showed relatively 
small variation for perceived quality: its 25th and 75th percentiles were 0.61 and 
0.72, respectively. 
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Table 21. Descriptive statistics of hospital performance indicators 
Hospital Number Mean Std . 25% 50% 75% 
performance of Dev. (Med) 
indicator hos~itals 
Process Quality 394 0.83 0.08 0.79 0.84 0.88 
Outcome Quality 446 1.11 0.40 0.87 1.06 1.28 
Perceived Quality 297 0.66 0.09 0.61 0.66 0.72 
Cost Efficienc:t 393 0.94 0.23 0.80 0.91 1.05 

































The efficiency scores were calculated for 393 hospitals, whose mean was 0.94 
(0.94 times lower cost compared to the average of the 1,006 hospitals). Hospitals 
showed large variation for efficiency: its 25th and 75th percentiles were 0.80 and 
1.05, respectively. 
4.2. Impact of Lean Principles Implementation on Hospital Performance 
Table 22 shows the correlation coefficients for all the hospital structural variables 
and lean variables. The results indicate that there is no multicollinearity issue. 
Table 23 shows the results of the regression analyses. After controlling for 
hospital structural differences, lean principles showed significant association with 
all of the three hospital quality indicators, supporting H1 . The patient focus (PAT) 
principle showed positive association with better outcome quality at the 0.1 
significance level (13 = -0 .063, p = 0.083), indicating that hospitals with higher 
level of emphasis on patient focus (PAT) are likely to have lower mortality rate. 
The standardized care (STD) principle showed significantly positive association 
with better process quality (13 = 0.014, p = 0.052) and outcome quality at 0.1 level 
(13 = -0 .065, p = 0.089), and better perceived quality at 0.05 level (13 = 2.600, p = 
0.01 0). The results indicate that hospitals with higher level of emphasis on 
standardized care (STD) are likely to have higher adherence rate to evidence-
based process of care, lower mortality rate, and higher patient satisfaction. The 
continuous improvement (CONT) principle also showed significantly positive 
association with better process quality at 0.01 level (13 = 0.033, p = 0.001), 
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indicating that hospitals with higher level of emphasis on continuous 
improvement (CONT} are likely to have higher process quality. Interestingly, the 
results did not show any significant association between the seamless 
coordination (SEAM) and any hospital quality indicator. In contrast to hospital 
quality indicators, we did not find any significant association between lean 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 23. Summary of regression analyses with four lean principles 
Variables Process Outcome Perceived Cost 
Quality Quality Quality Efficienc~ 
CONSTANT 0.678*** 1.572*** 0.585*** 0.816*** 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
BEDSIZE 0.015* -0.034 -0.004 0.080** 
(0.028) (0.357) (0.690) (0.001) 
GOVERN 
-0.037*** 0.070 -0.009 0.059t 
(0.000) (0.169) (0.571) (0.079) 
FORPROFIT 
-0.057** -0.005 -0.076* 0.158* 
(0.004) (0.961) (0.011) (0.018) 
URBAN 
-0.017t -0.173** -0.016 0.037 
(0.097) (0.001) (0.235) (0.275) 
PAT 
-0.010 -0.063t -0.009 -0.001 
(0.144) (0.083) (0.379) (0.979) 
STD 0.014t -o.osst 0.026* 0.013 
(0.052) (0.089) (0.010) (0.583) 
SEAM 0.003 0.036 0.007 0.008 
(0.569) (0.238) (0.340) (0.684) 
CONT 0.033** -0.012 0.007 -0.040 
(0.001) (0.806) (0.591) (0.225) 
F -value 8.847*** 6.424*** 3.018** 3.677*** 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.003) (0.000) 
R2 0.174 0.118 0.087 0.081 
tp < 0.1; "p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ( ): p-value 
a. BEDSIZE: Bed size; b. GOVERN: Government-owned hospital; c. FORPROFIT: For-
profit hospital; d. URBAN: Metropolitan county-located hospital; e. PAT: Patient focus; d. 




5.1. Effect of Lean on Hospital Efficiency 
We hypothesized lean principles implementation could achieve both quality and 
efficiency improvement in hospitals. The results showed significant association 
between lean principles and hospital quality (i.e., process, outcome, and 
perceived quality), supporting H1, while lean principles did not show significant 
association with hospital efficiency, which did not support H2. There are several 
potential explanations for the results. 
First, according to an operations strategy theory, so-called sand cone theory, 
quality is the first competitive capability that can be achieved while efficiency is 
the last competitive capability that can be achieved (Ferdows and De Meyer, 
1990). This theory implies that full implementation of the lean principles is 
required to achieve efficiency improvement. However, this study found that 
hospitals showed relatively low levels of lean principles implementation at this 
moment, compared to the maximum implementation level of 5.0. Only the 
continuous improvement (CONT) principle showed a relatively high level of 
implementation (3.58) , while the other three lean principles- patient focus (PAT), 
standardized care (STD), and seamless coordination (SEAM) - showed relatively 
low levels of implementation (2.71, 2.68, and 2.52, respectively). Literature has 
argued that once lean principles are fully implemented, quality is free (Womack 
et al., 1990), indicating efficiency can be improved when hospitals reached a 
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certain level of lean principles implementation. However, the results suggest that 
lean principles have not been implemented good enough in hospitals to achieve 
efficiency improvement yet. 
Second, the efficiency indicator used in this study (i.e., risk-adjusted observed-to-
expected cost ratio) was a robust measure for cost efficiency in the hospital 
environment, but might have limitations in measuring the full domain of 
operational efficiency. We used cost to measure efficiency, but the impact of lean 
may be on revenue instead of cost. After lean implementation, hospitals can 
achieve improved throughput resulting in increased number of patients served in 
a unit of time more than offset the increased capital and operating cost of caring 
for these patients (Litvak and Bisognano, 2011). If hospitals were to cut the 
number of health care providers (e.g., nurses) after lean implementation, we 
would be able to identify the reduction in direct costs. However, doing so is 
contrary to lean thinking which instead emphasizes doing work more efficiently 
and effectively. Thus, improved efficiency would be manifest not in direct costs 
reduction but instead in the increased number of patients served by the same 
number of health care provider in a unit of time and, consequently, in marginally 
greater increased revenue relative to increased cost. 
Third, hospitals consider quality improvement as a major goal but efficiency 
improvement as a byproduct of quality improvement. In other words, hospitals 
tend to focus on value-added patient experience rather than cost reduction. 
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According to a top level executive who has been in charge of lean 
implementation in a major medical center in Boston, the goal of lean 
implementation is to improve patient experience (Lee, 2014). Therefore, this 
institution retains the same number of health care providers after lean 
transformation in order to have more value-added time for the patient. They do 
not expect immediate efficiency improvement as cost reduction on their financial 
statements but instead, expect efficiency improvement through improved patient 
experience (i.e. , quality) as a long-term result. In fact, lean production is to 
directly pursue quality improvement but indirectly achieve efficiency improvement 
through improved quality (e.g ., improved flow of production, reduced errors, etc). 
Therefore, in order to identify improved efficiency after lean implementation, we 
may need to assess the impact of lean implementation not as an immediate 
result but a long-term result. 
Last, the chronic care management (STD _ CHR) underlying lean construct 
showed an extremely low level of implementation (1.878), compared to the 
minimum implementation level of 1.0. The result indicates that hospitals have not 
focused much on standardizing care processes for chronic conditions, which 
have been recognized as a major source of health care costs in the US (Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2009). Without improving the care process 
for chronic ill patients, hospitals may not be able to achieve substantial cost 
reduction from lean implementation. 
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5.2. Underlying Lean Constructs 
From the underlying construct level analysis, we could further analyze how to 
apply the lean principles in hospitals. At the principle level analysis, the 
standardized care (STD) principle showed significant associations with hospital 
process, outcome, and perceived quality. However, when this principle was 
divided into its underlying constructs (evidence-based care and chronic care 
management), most of the associations between the underlying constructs and 
hospital quality indicators became not significant. The continuous improvement 
(CONT) principle showed a significant association with process quality, but its 
underlying constructs (the use of scientific methods, frontline clinician 
commitment, and management commitment) did not show any significant 
association with process quality. These results indicate that the underlying lean 
constructs are complementary elements required to implement the lean principle. 
They need to be equally implemented altogether, in order to be effective in 
improving hospital performance. 
It is interesting to find that there are more strongly effective lean underlying 
constructs. The chronic care management (STD _ CHR) underlying lean construct 
showed a significant association with perceived quality (13 = 1.865, p = 0.023), 
which indicates that patients are more likely to be satisfied with hospital care 
when hospitals focus on providing standardized care for chronically ill patients 
rather than when hospitals are working on standardizing care process based on 
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evidence-based best practice. If a hospital that aims to improve patient 
satisfaction has resource constraint available to implement only one lean 
construct, focusing on the chronic care management (STD_CHR) will help the 
hospital achieve patient satisfaction improvement. 
More interestingly, even though there was no significant association between 
lean principles and hospital efficiency at the principle level analysis, we found 
that the use of scientific methods (CONT _MTHD) underlying construct had a 
significant association with better hospital efficiency (13 = -0.050, p = 0.048). 
Hospitals showed lower implementation level for this underlying construct (3.375) 
than the frontline clinician commitment (CONT _FRONT) (4.275). However, the 
use of scientific methods (CONT _MTHD) showed a significant association with 
hospital efficiency, while the frontline clinician commitment (CONT _FRONT) did 
not. This result indicates that increasing the use of scientific methods as an effort 
to continuously improve care processes has a significantly positive impact on 
improving hospital efficiency (i.e., reducing costs). This finding supports that lean 
implementation has a significant impact on hospital cost efficiency improvement if 
it reaches a certain level. The other lean principles and underlying constructs that 
had no significant association with the hospital efficiency may require higher 
levels of implementation . 
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PAPER#3 
Lean Implementation Patterns and Their Impact on Performance in the US 
Hospitals: A Holistic Approach 
1. Introduction 
Lean has been believed as a potential solution to address its quality and cost 
challenges in the health care system (De Souza, 2009; Hines et al., 2004; 
Radnor et al., 2012). In the previous papers, we aimed to empirically assess the 
effectiveness of lean on quality and efficiency performance in the health care 
delivery environment. In the first paper, we derived four lean principles as a 
conceptual framework to apply lean thinking to the health care environment, and 
then analyzed the extent of lean principles implementation in the US hospitals, 
based on the framework. In the second paper, we assessed the impact of lean 
principles implementation on quality and efficiency performance in the hospitals, 
using multivariate regression analysis. In the previous papers, our focus was 
individual lean principles. We analyzed how much each of lean principles was 
implemented in hospitals and assessed if each of lean principles showed 
significant association with hospital performance. 
Now, in this paper, we expand our focus from individual lean principles to the 
entire four lean principles altogether. By considering the four lean principles 
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altogether, we can assess the extent of lean implementation and its impact on 
hospital performance with holistic view. Since lean principles can be 
implemented not only individually but also in combination , depending on differing 
levels of emphasis on the lean principles, multiple lean implementation patterns 
are possible. With this holistic approach, in this research, we aim to address the 
following research questions: 
• Are there different lean implementation patterns in hospitals? 
• If so, do they show different quality and efficiency performance? 
The next section describes framework of this research. Section 3 introduces how 
we identify different lean implementation patterns and how we compare and 
contrast them each other. In the section 4, we provide results of the research . 
Then , we further discuss the findings in the section 5. 
2. Research Framework 
According to operations strategy theories, manufacturing firms can achieve their 
competitive edge through manufacturing strategy (Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990; 
Hayes and Wheelwright, 1984; Skinner, 1978; Swamidass and Newell , 1987; 
Wheelwright, 1984). Classic competitive capabilities in manufacturing strategy 
include cost efficiency (low price), quality, flexibility (dependability), and delivery 
(speed). Miller and Roth (1994) argued that depending on differing levels of 
emphasis on competitive capabilities, different manufacturing strategies were 
possible (Miller and Roth, 1994). They identified manufacturing firms with 
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different manufacturing strategies and those firms with different manufacturing 
strategies showed different performance. 
Can lean be a strategic weapon to provide health care organizations with 
competitive edge? If lean principles can be seen as competitive capabilities for 
lean strategy, depending on differing levels of emphasis on four lean principles, 
there can be different lean implementation approach. However, current literature 
only sees lean implementation as one approach: lean or no lean implementation. 
As a result, there is no rigorous research to assess the extent lean 
implementation or different patterns in lean implementation in hospitals. This 
research aims to fill this hole in literature by identifying hospital groups with 
different lean implementation patterns. 
In the previous research, we derived 22 activities associated with four lean 
principles implementation in hospitals. By performing cluster analysis with these 
22 activities as clustering variables, we assess if there are hospital groups with 
different lean implementation patterns. Then, by performing ANOVA test to 
compare those groups in terms of performance, we further analyze if the hospital 
groups with different lean implementation patterns show different performance. 
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3. Method 
3.1. Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis was used to identify different lean implementation patterns and 
classify hospitals into the patterns. The objective of cluster analysis is to 
maximize homogeneity of objects within clusters while also maximizing the 
heterogeneity between the clusters (Hair et al., 2009). Cluster analysis 
categorizes individual objects into clusters so that objects in the same cluster are 
more similar to one another than they are to objects in the other clusters. 
Two major challenges when conducting cluster analysis are 1) deciding which 
clustering methods to use and 2) determining the appropriate number of clusters. 
Two most commonly used clustering procedures are hierarchical and non-
hierarchical clustering procedures. Hierarchical clustering procedure has the 
advantage of facilitating a comprehensive evaluation of a wide range of cluster 
solutions (i.e., all possible number of cluster solutions). However, hierarchical 
clustering procedure has a disadvantage in that once objects are joined in a 
cluster, they are never separated (reassigned) in the clustering process. 
Hierarchical clustering procedure makes a single pass through the data. 
Therefore, the hierarchical clustering results are impacted by the beginning point 
of the clustering. In contrast, non-hierarchical clustering procedure has the 
advantage of making multiple and iterative passes through the data. Therefore, 
non-hierarchical clustering procedure can better optimize cluster solutions by 
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reassigning objects until maximum homogeneity within clusters is ach ieved . 
However, since non-hierarchical clustering procedures do not produce results for 
all possible number of clusters, the non-hierarchical clustering process need to 
know the appropriate number of clusters determined from the hierarchical 
clustering results. Therefore, we used a two-stage procedure in this study: first, 
hierarchical clustering procedure was conducted to determine the most 
appropriate number of clusters that should be performed ; and then, second, the 
results were used in non-hierarchical clustering procedures to produce the final 
clusters. K-means clustering procedure was used for non-hierarchical clustering 
method. We used average linkage algorithm and squared Euclidean distance for 
the clustering procedures. Since the distance of any two clusters is measured as 
the average distance from all individuals in one cluster to all individuals in 
another, this algorithm is less affected by outliers. 
The determination of the most appropriate number of clusters is critical for 
hierarchical clustering procedure because even though the process generates 
the complete set of cluster solutions, the researcher must select the cluster 
solution(s) to represent the data structure. The simplest and most widespread 
rule is to examine incremental changes in agglomeration coefficient (a measure 
of heterogeneity) when two clusters are merged. Agglomeration coefficient is 
calculated as within-cluster sum of squares for Ward 's method and squared 
Euclidean distance between the two cases combined at each stage for all other 
clustering algorithms, such as average linkage and centroid methods. Small 
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incremental changes in agglomeration coefficient indicate that fairly 
homogeneous clusters are being merged, whereas joining two very different 
clusters results in a large incremental change. Therefore, the number of clusters 
prior to the largest incremental change should be considered the most 
appropriate number of clusters. Then managerial interpretability of the cluster 
solution should be appraised in determining the appropriate number of clusters . 
Table 24 shows the 22 activities that were used to classify hospitals into clusters 
in this research . They are hospital activities that were associated with lean 
principles implementation in the previous research . Chief quality officers (COOs) 
of hospitals in the sample were asked to rate the degree of implementation of 
each activity independently on five-point, self-anchoring scales, where "1 = not 
used at all or strongly disagree" and "5 = used hospital wide or strongly agree" 
(Cohen et al. , 2008). 
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Patient advisory groups 
Specific strategies to reduce the number of patients assigned to 
each nurse 
Patient flow improvement strategies 
Evidence-based practice guidelines/clinical pathways 
Disease- or condition-specific Ql projects 
Chronic disease registries 
Planned care for chronic illness (Wagner's Chronic Disease 
Model) 
Shared clinical governance by nurses and physicians 
Use of advanced practice nurses (APNs) to coordinate or manage 
patient care 
Pharmacists place in patient care units 
Multidisciplinary rounds 
Progress toward achieving hospital-wide quality goals is tracked 
and communicated to clinical staff 
Ql project results are regularly communicated to clinical staff 
Corrective action is taken if progress toward achieving hospital-
wide quality goals is not adequate 
Senior managers regularly celebrate successful Ql projects and 
give recognition to project team members 
Management "walk-arounds" to identify quality problems or issues 
Profiling of individual provider performance 
Ql activities to improve workforce recruitment, retention, and 
development 
Work process redesigning or re-engineering 
Benchmarking within the hospital 
Benchmarking with other hospitals 
Learning best practices from other industries 
3.2. Canonical Discriminant Analysis 
To further verify our results, discriminant analysis and cross-validation 
techniques were employed. Canonical discriminant analysis was performed to 
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identify underlying dimensions that defined the clusters and validate the results of 
cluster analysis. Discriminant analysis was conducted with group membership as 
dependent variable and clustering variables (22 activities) as independent 
variables. The linear combination of the independent variables is called a 
discriminant function . Discriminant analysis derives k - 1 discriminant functions 
(k = number of clusters) by combining the independent variables (22 activities) in 
a linear function , such that the clusters are most distinct. Discriminent coefficients 
of each of the independent variables are set to maximize the between-group 
variance relative to the within-group variance. Independent variables with large 
discriminating power usually have large discriminant coefficients. Discriminant 
loadings measure the relative strength of the relationship between each 
independent variable and the dependent variable, associated with each 
discriminant function . Large discriminant loadings indicate large discriminant 
power of the variables in the function equation . 
In order to cross-validate the discriminant analysis results, jack-knifing technique 
was used. Jack-knife procedure is based on the "leave-one-out" principle, in 
which the discriminant function is repeatedly applied to the samples drawn from 
the original sample. The most prevalent way to draw the samples from the 
original sample is to estimate "n-1 " samples by eliminating one observation at a 
time from a sample of "n" cases. Misclassification rate was computed as a ratio 
of the number of cases whose assignment was changed during the jack-knifing 
procedure to the total number of cases that remained in its original group. The 
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jack-knife method provides the most valid and consistent estimate of the 
classification accuracy rate. 
3.3. Clusters Comparison 
After developing and validating the clusters with the procedures described above, 
the clusters were systematically compared. Using ANOVA and Chi-square tests, 
we compared group differences in terms of lean principles implementation, 
performance, and context to see if they showed significant differences across the 
clusters. In making statements about relationships, we have used the 
significance level of 0.05 or less. 
We used four hospital performance indicators in this research: adherence to 
evidence-based process of care as process quality indicator; risk-adjusted in-
hospital mortality as outcome quality indicator; patient satisfaction as perceived 
quality indicator; and risk-adjusted cost as cost efficiency indicator (Shwartz et al., 
2011 ). We considered the following contextual variables: hospital size 
(BEDSIZE), ownership (OWNERSHIP), location (URBAN), teaching status 
(TEACHING), affiliation status (NETWORK, SYSTEM), and disproportionate 
share hospital (DSH) status. 
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4. Analysis and Results 
4.1. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Table 25 and Figure 7 show the results of hierarchical clustering procedure by 
using average linkage algorithm and squared Euclidean distance. The 
percentage change in the agglomeration coefficient showed sudden jumps when 
the number of clusters changed from five to four (31.1 %) and three to two 
(20.9%), indicating that five or three clusters would be sufficient. Ward 's method 
and centroid method were also used as an alternative clustering algorithm. They 
also provided similar results, supporting the cluster solutions. Based on the result, 
we concluded that 3 or 5 clusters are sufficient number of clusters regarding lean 
implementation patterns. 















































Average linkage clustering algorithm & Squared Euclidean Distance were used 
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Then, using non-hierarchical clustering procedure (K-means method), we 
classified 3 cluster solution and 5 cluster solution. Of the 470 observations 
entered into the clustering procedure, 54 were dropped due to missing data, and 
416 observations were assigned to the clusters. 
Figure 7. Percentage changes in heterogeneity (agglomeration coefficient) 




12 -> 1111 -> 10 10 -> 9 9 -> 8 8 -> 7 7 -> 6 6 -> 5 5 -> 4 4 -> 3 3 -> 2 2 -> 1 
Average linkage & Squared Euclidean Distance were used 
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' 
4.2. 3 Cluster Solution 
4.2.1. K-Means Cluster Analysis 
The three resultant lean implementation patterns are described in Table 26 in 
terms of their respective cluster centroid (mean) scores and standard errors. The 
clusters differed from each other on 22 activities at the significance level of 0.001 
or less. 
Figure 8 shows cluster centroids (means) for each cluster over all of 22 activities. 
The three clusters showed somewhat similar patterns in implementing the 
activities, and were clearly differentiated one another in terms of the extent of 
their emphases across the activities. Since the three clusters represented 
hospital groups with different degrees of lean implementation in general, we 
interpreted the three clusters as high, medium, and low lean groups. 
We named cluster 1 the "high lean" group because they showed relatively high 
levels of emphases on all of the 22 activities, compared to the other clusters. The 
122 members of cluster 1 represented about 29 percent of the cases in the three 
clusters. 
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Patient advisory groups 
Increase Nurse-to-Patient Ratio 





Chronic disease registries 
Planned care for chronic illness 
(Wagner's Model) 
Shared clinical governance by 
nurses and physicians 
Use of Advanced Practice Nurses 
for coordination 
Pharmacists place in patient care 
units 
Multidisciplinary rounds 
Progress communicated to cl inical 
staff 
Ql project results are regularly 
communicated 
Corrective action is taken if 
progress is not adequate 
Senior managers celebrate/ 
recognize Ql success 
Management "walk-arounds" 
Profiling of individual provider 
performance 
Ql to improve recruitmenU 
retention/development 
Work process redesigning/ re-
engineering 
Benchmarking within the hospital 
Benchmarking other hospitals 
Lean hospital groups F-value 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 (p-value) 
(n = 122) (n = 172) (n = 122) 
2.54 1.90 1.40 67.03 
(0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0 .000) 
3.71 2.99 1.98 94.64 
(0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.000) 
4.02 3.45 2.37 129.31 
(0 .07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.000) 
4.18 3.42 2. 73 88.48 
(0.07) (0 .06) (0.09) (0.000) 
4.16 3.54 2.84 75.41 
(0.07) (0.06) (0.09) (0 .000) 
2.90 2.00 1.56 80.90 
(0.09) (0.06) (0.06) (0 .000) 
2.11 1.53 1.15 52.96 
(0.09) (0.05) (0.04) (0.000) 
3.64 2.02 1.66 149.60 
(0.1 0) (0 .07) (0.08) (0.000) 
3.15 2.03 1.52 101.71 
(0.1 0) (0.07) (0.06) (0.000) 
3.67 2.52 1.63 92.30 
(0.11) (0.09) (0.09) (0.000) 
3.83 3.01 1.78 127.55 
(0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.000) 
4.65 4.53 4.15 22.42 
(0.04) (0.04) (0.07) (0.000) 
4.37 4.24 4.00 8.20 
(0.06) (0.05) (0.07) (0.000) 
4.39 4.30 3.71 28.26 
(0.06) (0.05) (0.09) (0.000) 
4.19 3.59 2.93 58.05 
(0.07) (0.06) (0.1 0) (0.000) 
3.73 3.34 2.49 44.08 
(0.1 0) (0.08) (0.09) (0.000) 
3.30 2.97 2.16 39.00 
(0 .1 0) (0.08) (0.09) (0 .000) 
3.69 2.98 2.03 110.19 
(0.09) (0 .07) (0.07) (0.000) 
3.70 3.20 2.48 62.66 
(0.08) (0.06) (0.08) (0 .000) 
4.22 3.98 3.07 59.06 
(0.07) (0.06) (0.10) (0.000) 
4.33 4.03 3.25 58.22 
(0 .07) (0.06) (0.08) (0 .000) 
Learning best practices from other 3.61 3.20 2.29 74.04 
industries (0 .08) (0.07) (0.08) (0 .000) 
Note. Values represent cluster mean and standard error for each activity. 
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Figure 8. Means across 22 activities for each cluster 









We labeled cluster2 the "medium lean" group because they showed intermediate 
levels of emphases on all of the 22 activities, compared to cluster 1 and 3. The 
medium lean cluster was the largest group, accounting for about 41 percent of 
the cases (172 hospitals). 
Cluster 3 was named the "low lean" group because they showed relatively low 
emphases on all of the 22 activities, compared to the other clusters. The low lean 
group was comprised with about 29 percent of the cases (122 hospitals). 
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4.2.2. Canonical Discriminant Analysis 
To further verify our results, discriminant analysis and cross-validation 
techniques were employed. Canonical discriminant analysis was performed to 
identify the underlying dimensions which defined the clusters. Table 27 contains 
the results of the canonical discriminant analysis used to investigate the 
relationship between the 22 activities and cluster membership. Because there 
were three clusters in the solution , two discriminant functions were extracted . 
In this analysis, Wilk's Lambda = 0.137 indicated a significant overall multivariate 
relationship at the 0.001 significance level. The canonical correlation is a 
measure of the relative strength of the relationship between the set of 22 
activities and the cluster membership. The result shows the first function had the 
eigenvalue of 4.867, much larger than 1.0, explaining 95.2 percent of the 
variance. The second function just had the eigenvalue of 0.245 and explained 
only 4.8 percent of the variance, indicating very small discriminating ability. 
Therefore, we used only function 1 to interpret the cluster membership. 


















With this approach, we obtained standardized estimates for both canonical 
loadings and canonical coefficients (Table 28) . Canonical loadings can be 
interpreted like the factor loadings in principal component analysis. They 
represent the correlations of the independent variables with an underlying, 
unobserved dimension (function). The standardized canonical coefficients are 
analogous to coefficients in regression analysis, and can be used to predict 
cluster membership. 
Among the 22 activities, four activities related to Seamless Coordination principle, 
two activities related to Patient Focus principle, and one activity related to 
Continuous Improvement principle showed highest canonical loadings (> 3.0) on 
function 1. Especially, those activities related to Seamless Coordination principle 
also showed highest canonical coefficients on function 1. These results suggest 
that those activities related to Seamless Coordination principle have largest 
impact on this cluster membership. 
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Table 28. Standardized canonical function loadings and coefficients 
Lean Activities Canonical Canonical 
Principles Loadings Coefficients 
Function Function Function Function 
1 2 1 2 
PAT Patient advisory groups 0.257 -0.097 0.158 -0.156 
Increase Nurse-to-Patient Ratio 0.305 0.152 0.239 0.057 
Patient flow improvement 0.352 0.313 0.169 0.213 
STD Evidence-based practice 0.297 -0.041 0.221 -0.087 
guidelines/clinical pathways 
Disease-/condition-specific Ql 0.274 0.054 0.103 0.067 
projects 
Chronic disease registries 0.277 -0.270 0.158 -0.243 
Planned care for chronic illness 0.227 -0.137 0.106 0.023 
(Wagner's Model) 
SEAM Shared clinical governance by 0.358 -0.644 0.292 -0.645 
nurses and physicians 
Advanced Practice Nurses to 0.310 -0.322 0.251 -0.173 
coordinate patient care 
Pharmacists place in patient 0.302 -0.108 0.357 -0.013 
care units 
Multidisciplinary rounds 0.353 0.201 0.280 0.219 
CONT Progress communicated to 0.141 0.222 0.026 0.203 
clinical staff 
Ql project results are regularly 0.088 0.082 -0.088 -0.119 
communicated 
Corrective action is taken if 0.152 0.313 0.047 0.237 
progress is not adequate 
Senior managers regularly 0.240 0.035 0.190 -0.018 
recognize Ql success 
Management "walk-arounds" 0.204 0.220 0.191 0.118 
Profiling of individual provider 0.190 0.228 0.047 0.097 
performance 
Improve recruitment/ 0.330 0.134 0.189 0.144 
retention/development 
Work process redesigning/ 0.248 0.134 0.052 -0.112 
re-engineering 
Benchmarking within the 0.227 0.382 0.116 0.235 
hospital 
Benchmarking other hospitals 0.231 0.304 0.063 0.078 
Learning best practices from 0.264 0.282 0.244 0.17 
other industries 
Note. Bold numbers indicate high loadings and weights in canonical function± 10.301 . 
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Figure 9 shows plots of cluster centroids on canonical functions 1 and 2. We 
interpret canonical function 1 as the "overall degree of implementation" 
dimension that depicts the level of emphasis across the activities. Function 2 
may represent "different patterns in implementation," but the explanatory power 
was too small in the 3 cluster solution. The three clusters were largely 
differentiated in the function 1 while they showed only small differences in the 
function 2. 
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4.2.3. Statistical Cross-Validation 
Table 29 provides the results of cross-validation classification analysis to show 
predictive ability of the 22 activities and canonical discriminant functions for the 
cluster membership. Original classification result . suggests that the overall 
discrimination power of the discriminant functions is very good: 98.4 percent of 
cluster 1, 97.1 percent of cluster 2, and 98.4 percent of cluster 3 were correctly 
classified. Overall error rate was only 2.2 percent, indicating that 97.8 percent of 
cases were correctly assigned during the original assignment. Cross-validation 
classification result suggests that when jack-knifing procedures are used, the 
overall discrimination power of the discriminant functions is also good: 95.1 
percent of cluster 1, 89 percent of cluster 2, and 93.4 percent of cluster 3 were 
correctly classified by the discriminant functions. Overall error rate was 7.9 
percent, indicating that 92.1 percent of the cases were correctly assigned during 
the jack-knifing procedure. 
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Table 29. Number of Observations and Percentage Cross-validated 
Cluster Predicted Cluster Membershi~ Total 
Number 1 2 3 
Original 1 120 2 0 122 
(98.4%) (1 .6%) (0%) (1 00%) 
2 2 167 3 172 
(1 .2%) (97.1 %) (1.7%) (100%) 
3 0 2 120 122 
(0%) (1.6%) (98.4%) (1 00%) 
Error Rates 2 5 2 9 
(%) (1.6%) (2.9%) (1 .6%) (2.2%) 
Cross- 1 116 6 0 122 
validated (95.1%) (4.9%) (0%) (1 00%) 
2 12 153 7 172 
(7%) (89%) (4.1 %) (100%) 
3 0 8 114 122 
(0%) (6.6%) (93.4%) (1 00%) 
Error Rates 6 19 8 33 
(%) (4.9%) (11 .1%) (6.6%) (7.9%) 
4.2.4. Lean Principles Implementation 
Table 30 and Figure 10 describe how each cluster of hospitals emphasizes on 
lean principles. The clusters differed from each other on four lean principles at 
the 0.001 level of significance. Overall, cluster 1 showed highest level of 
emphasis across four lean principles, compared to clusters 2 and 3; cluster 2 
showed intermediate level of emphasis between cluster 1 and cluster 3; and 
cluster 3 showed lowest level of emphasis compared to the other clusters. These 
results supported our interpretation of the three clusters: cluster 1 as high lean 
group; cluster 2 as medium lean group; and cluster 3 as low lean group. 
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Lean hospital groups 
High Medium Low 
(n=122) (n=172) (n=122) 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
F-value 
(p-value) 
3.42 2.78 1.92 250.21 
(0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.000) 
3.34 2.62 2.07 198.38 
(0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.000) 
3.57 2.40 1.65 362.81 
(0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.000) 
4.02 3.67 2.96 244 .84 
(0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.000) 
Note. Values represent cluster mean and standard error for each principle. 
At the lean principle level, the three clusters showed largest differences in their 
emphasis on Seamless Coordination. This result is analogous with the finding 
from the discriminant analysis in that activities related to Seamless Coordination 
principle showed largest canonical loadings. The three clusters showed highest 
level of emphasis and smallest differences in Continuous Improvement principle. 
However, the three clusters were not discriminated each other in terms of 
implementation patterns. They were differentiated each other in terms of overall 
degree of implementation. 
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Figure 10. Lean principles implementation across clusters 
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4.2.5. Performance 
Table 31 describes how each cluster of hospitals differs across the performances. 
We used four hospital performance indicators: adherence to evidence-based 
process of care as process quality indicator; risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality as 
outcome quality indicator; patient satisfaction as perceived quality indicator; and 
risk-adjusted cost as cost efficiency indicator (Shwartz et al., 2011 ). 
The three clusters differed from each other on process quality, outcome quality, 
and perceived quality indicators at the 0.05 or less significance levels. Cluster 1 
(high lean group) showed highest performance; cluster 2 (medium lean group) 
showed intermediate level of performance; and cluster 3 (low lean group) 
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showed lowest performance. In this study, however, the three clusters did not 
significantly differ on efficiency performance. 
Table 31. Hospital performance across clusters 
Performance Lean hos~ital grou~s F-value 
indicators High Medium Low (p-value) 
(n = 122) (n = 172) (n = 122) 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Process quality 0.85 0.82 0.80 11.13 
(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.000) 
Outcome quality 1.00 1.08 1.26 12.36 
(0.024) (0.029) (0.053) (0.000) 
Perceived quality 0.67 0.65 0.64 3.96 
(0.008) (0.008) (0.014) (0.020) 
Cost efficiency 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.07 
(0.018) (0.017) (0.037) (0.929) 
Figures 11-14 show 95 percent confidential interval (CI) of each performance 
indicator across the three clusters. Higher lean groups (clusters) showed better 
performance than lower lean groups for process, outcome and perceived quality. 
For cost efficiency, the clusters did not show significant difference. 
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Figure 11. 95 % Cl of Process quality across clusters 
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4.2.6. Contextual Factors 
Table 32 describes how each cluster of hospitals differs across the contextual 
factors. Using Chi-square tests, we compared the clusters to see if they showed 
significant differences on the contextual variables . We considered hospital size 
(BEDSIZE), ownership (OWNERSHIP), location (URBAN), teaching status 
(TEACHING), affiliation status (NETWORK, SYSTEM), and disproportionate 
share hospital status (DSH). 
The three clusters differed from each other on the following contextual variables 
at the 0.05 or less significance level: BEDSIZE (X2 = 85.92, d.f. = 4, p = 0.000), 
OWNERSHIP (X2 = 20.30, d.f. = 4, p = 0.000), URBAN (X2 = 71 .78, d.f. = 2, p = 
0.000), TEACHING (X2 = 17.83, d.f. = 2, p = 0.000), NETWORK (X2 = 9.01, d.f. = 
2, p = 0.011 ), SYSTEM (X2 = 9.02, d.f. = 2, p = 0.011), and DSH (X2 = 7.44, d.f. = 
2, p = 0.024). These results indicate that higher lean clusters tend to be larger, 
more not-for-profit, urban-located, teaching, system-affiliated, and not-
disproportionate share hospitals, compared to lower lean clusters. However, for 
network-affiliation (NETWORK), high lean cluster showed highest portion of 
network-affiliated hospitals (49.1 %), but low lean cluster followed next (38.3 %), 
and medium lean cluster showed lowest proportion of network-affiliation (31.2 %), 
indicating there is not clear relationship between network-affiliation and degree of 
overall lean implementation. 
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Table 32. Contextual factors across clusters 
Lean hos~ital grou~s d.f. Chi-square 
High Medium Low (p-value) 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
BEDSIZE Small 14 41 74 4 85.92 
(N=416) (25-99) (11 .5%) (23.8%) (60.7%) (0.000) 
Medium 68 100 41 
(100-399) (55.7%) (58.1%) (33.6%) 
Large 40 31 7 
(>400) (32.8%) (18.0%) (5.7%) 
Total 122 172 122 
OWNERSHIP Government, 16 31 41 4 20.30 
(N=416) nonfederal (13.1%) (18.0%) (33.6%) (0.000) 
For-profit 2 9 5 
(1.6%) (5.2%) (4 .1 %) 
Not -for -profit 104 132 76 
(85.2%) (76.7%) (62.3%) 
Total 122 172 122 
URBAN No 18 50 79 2 71 .78 
(N=416) (14.8%) (29.1%) (64.8%) (0 .000) 
Yes 104 122 43 
(85.2%) (70.9%) (35.2%) 
Total 122 172 122 
TEACHING No 93 148 116 2 17.83 
(N=416) (76.2%) (86.0%) (95.1 %) (0.000) 
Yes 29 24 6 
(23.8%) (14.0%) (4.9%) 
Total 122 172 122 
NETWORK No 59 106 66 2 9.01 
(N=377) (50.9%) (68.8%) (61 .7%) (0.011) 
Yes 57 48 41 
(49.1%) (31 .2%) (38.3%) 
Total 116 154 107 
SYSTEM No 53 95 76 2 9.02 
(N=415) (43.4%) (55.6%) (62.3%) (0.011) 
Yes 69 76 46 
(56.6%) (44.4%) (37.7%) 
Total 122 171 122 
DSH No 44 40 18 2 7.44 
(N=357) (37.6%) (25.6%) (21.4%) (0.024) 
Yes 73 116 66 
(62.4%) (74.4%) (78.6%) 
Total 117 156 84 
Note. Values represent number of members and proportion in the cluster for 
each contextual factor. 
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4.2.7. Comparison to Adjacent Cluster 
In order to further identify the differences between the clusters, we compared two 
clusters: cluster 1 to cluster2; and cluster 2 to cluster 3. 
When we compare cluster 1 (high lean group) to cluster 2 (medium lean group), 
cluster 1 showed significantly higher levels of emphases on four lean principles 
than cluster 2 at the significance level of 0.001 or less. Cluster 1 also showed 
significantly better performance than cluster 2 on process quality (F = 6.95, p = 
0.009) , outcome quality (F = 4.23, p = 0.041), and perceived quality (F = 4.42, p 
= 0.037), at the significance level of 0.05 or less. These two clusters did not show 
significant difference on cost efficiency (F = 0.19, p = 0.668). Regarding 
contextual variables, clusters 1 and 2 differed on BEDSIZE (X2 = 12.34, d.f. = 2, p 
= 0.002), URBAN (X2 = 8.23, d.f. = 1, p = 0.004) , TEACHING (X2 = 4.66, d.f. = 1, p 
= 0.031), NETWORK (X2 = 8.99, d.f. = 1, p = 0.003), SYSTEM (X2 = 4.18, d.f. = 1, 
p = 0.041), and DSH (X2 = 4.49, d.f. = 1, p = 0.034) at the significance level of 
0.05 or less. The results indicate that high lean hospitals in cluster 1 tend to be 
larger, urban-located, teaching, network- or system-affiliated , and not-DSH 
hospitals than medium lean hospitals in cluster 2. 
When we compare cluster 2 (medium lean group) to cluster 3 (low lean group), 
cluster 2 showed significantly higher levels of emphases on four lean principles 
than cluster 3 at the significance level of 0.001 or less. Cluster 2 showed 
significantly better performance on process quality (F = 6.62, p = 0.011) and 
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outcome quality (F = 1 0.29, p = 0.001) than cluster 3 at the significance level of 
0.05 or less. The two clusters did not significantly differ on perceived quality (F = 
1.06, p = 0.305) and cost efficiency (F = 0.003, p = 0.954). Clusters 2 and 3 
differed on BEDSIZE (X2 = 42.03, d.f. = 2, p = 0.000) , GOVERN (X2 = 9.37, d.f. = 
1, p = 0.002), URBAN (X2 = 36.91 , d.f. = 1, p = 0.000) , and TEACHING (X2 = 6.36, 
d.f. = 1, p = 0.012) at the significance level of 0.05 or less. The results indicate 
that low lean hospitals in cluster 3 tend to be smaller, government-owned, not-
urban-located, and not-teaching hospitals than medium lean hospitals in cluster 2. 
4.3. 5 Cluster Solution 
The 3 cluster solution provided clear representation of hospital groups in terms of 
their levels of emphasis across all of 22 activities and 4 lean principles. Since the 
three clusters represented high, medium, and low lean groups, we could identify 
how these hospital groups differ from each other and how they are related to 
performance. However, in the 3 cluster solution, we could not find different 
patterns of lean principles implementation in hospitals. 
With 5 cluster solution, we further analyze if there are different lean 
implementation patterns in hospitals, other than the three high, medium, low lean 
groups. 
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4.3.1. K-Means Cluster Analysis 
Using K-means clustering procedure, we classified hospitals into 5 clusters. 
Table 33 shows how hospitals in the 3 cluster solution changed to the 5 cluster 
solution. High lean hospitals in the 3 cluster solution were mainly separated to 
clusters 1 and 2 in the 5 cluster solution; medium lean hospitals into clusters 3 
and 4; and low lean hospitals into clusters 4 and 5. From these results, we can 
expect that cluster 1 and cluster 2 can be high lean hospital groups with different 
lean implementation patterns; clusters 3 and 4 can be medium lean hospital 
groups with different lean implementation patterns; and cluster 5 is lowest lean 
group. 
Table 33. Cluster membership changes between 3 cluster and 5 cluster 
solutions 
5 cluster solution 
Clusters 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
1 67 51 4 0 0 122 
(High) (54.9%) (41 .8%) (3.3%) (0%) (0%) 
3 2 5 8 78 81 0 172 
cluster (Medium) (2.9%) (4.7%) (45.3%) (47.1%) (0%) 
solution 3 0 0 0 41 81 122 
(Low) (0%) (0%) (0%) (33.6%) (66.4%) 
Total 72 59 82 122 81 416 
The five resultant clusters are described in Table 34 in terms of their respective 
centroids (means) and standard errors. Figure 15 shows cluster centroids 
(means) for each cluster over all of 22 activities. The clusters differed from each 
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other on 22 activities at the significance level of 0.001 or less. As we expected 
from the cluster membership changes between 3 cluster solution and 5 cluster 
solution (Table 33) , clusters 1 and 2 in the 5 cluster solution showed relatively 
highest levels of emphasis on the activities, compared to the other clusters; 
clusters 3 and 4 showed relatively medium levels of emphasis; and cluster 5 
showed lowest level of emphasis on the activities. 
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Differently from the 3 cluster solution, however, the five clusters were not clearly 
differentiated one another in terms of the overall degree of their emphasis across 
the activities. Instead the clusters showed somewhat different patterns in lean 
implementation. Cluster 5 showed lowest emphasis on every activity, but the 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3.2. Canonical Discriminant Analysis 
Canonical discriminant analysis was performed to identify the underlying 
dimensions which defined the 5 clusters and verify our results. Table 35 contains 
the results of the canonical discriminant analysis used to investigate the 
relationship between the 22 activities and the 5 cluster membership. Because 
there were five clusters in the solution, four discriminant functions were extracted . 
In this analysis, Wilk's Lambda = 0.054 indicated a significant overall multivariate 
relationship at the 0.001 significance level. The result shows the first function had 
the eigenvalue of 5.91, much larger than 1.0, explaining 82.6 percent of the 
variance. The second function had the eigenvalue of 0.745, smaller than 1.0, and 
explained 10.4 percent of the variance. Functions 3 and 4 had the eigenvalues of 
0.376 and 0.121 , far below 1.0, and explained only 5.3 and 1.7 percent of the 
variance. 
As the 3 cluster solution had only one discriminant function whose eigenvalue 
was larger than 1.0, the 5 cluster solution also had only one discriminant function 
met this criteria. As the underlying dimension to differentiate the clusters in the 3 
cluster solution was understood as the "overall degree of implementation" across 
lean principles, the function 1 in the 5 cluster solution may represent the same 
dimension. Differently from the 3 cluster solution, the function 2 in the 5 cluster 
solution explained more than 10 percent of the variation. The function 2 may 
represent "different lean implementation patterns" across the 5 clusters. However, 
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since its eigenvalue was smaller than 1.0, this dimension may have week power 
to differentiate the five clusters, indicating some clusters may be differentiated in 
terms of implementation patterns while the other clusters may not. 



























Table 36 describes standardized estimates for both canonical loadings and 
coefficients obtained from the analysis . Most of the activities showed similar 
magnitude of canonical loadings for function 1, indicating that the activities would 
have similar amount of discriminating power for function 1. For canonical function 
2, the activities related to Standardized Care and Seamless Coordination 
principles showed high loadings, indicating those clusters that show different 
implementation patterns would be largely differentiated in the principles. 
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Table 36. Standardized Canonical Function Loadings and Coefficients 
Lean Activities Canonical Canonical 
Principles Loadings Coefficients 
Function Function Function Function 
1 2 1 2 
PAT Patient advisory groups 0.227 0.054 0.132 0.133 
Increase Nurse-to-Patient Ratio 0.295 -0.071 0.298 -0.003 
Patient flow im~rovement 0.331 -0.008 0.161 -0.092 
STD Evidence-based practice 0.285 -0.114 0.208 -0.025 
guidelines/clinical pathways 
Disease-/condition-specific Ql 0.269 -0 .171 0.152 -0 .236 
projects 
Chronic disease registries 0.231 -0.276 0.082 -0.136 
Planned care for chronic illness 0.193 -0.366 0.025 -0.342 
{Wagner's Model} 
SEAM Shared clinical governance by 0.315 -0.360 0.320 -0.359 
nurses and physicians 
Advanced Practice Nurses to 0.238 -0.273 0.101 -0 .136 
coordinate patient care 
Pharmacists place in patient 0.277 -0.327 0.341 -0.339 
care units 
Multidisci~linal}' rounds 0.335 0.170 0.299 0.318 
CONT Progress communicated to 0.141 0.124 0.012 0.073 
clinical staff 
Ql project results are regularly 0.098 0.138 -0.036 0.043 
communicated 
Corrective action is taken if 0.148 0.117 0.033 0.113 
progress is not adequate 
Senior managers regularly 0.234 0.051 0.240 -0.028 
recognize Ql success 
Management "walk-arounds" 0.253 0.560 0.341 0.590 
Profiling of ind ividual provider 0.195 0.223 0.064 0.241 
performance 
Improve recruitment! 0.303 -0.004 0.175 0.039 
retention/development 
Work process redesigning/ 0.259 0.028 0.170 -0 .040 
re-engineering 
Benchmarking within the 0.229 0.155 0.110 0.009 
hospital 
Benchmarking other hospitals 0.241 0.127 0.143 0.135 
Learning best practices from 0.262 0.158 0.271 0.170 
other industries 
Bold numbers indicate high loadings and weights in canonical functions ±10.301. 
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Figure 16 shows plots of cluster centroids on canonical functions 1 and 2. The 
plots support our interpretation of the functions 1 and 2 as the "overall degree of 
implementation" and "different implementation patterns" dimensions, respectively. 
The five clusters were largely differentiated each other in the function 1 while 
they were less differentiated in the function 2. 
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4.3.3. Statistical Cross-validation 
Table 37 provides the results of cross-validation classification analysis. Original 
classification result suggests that the overall discrimination power of the 
discriminant functions is very good, with only 4.8 percent error rate, indicating 
95.2 percent of cases were correctly classified. Cross-validation classification 
result also suggests that the overall discrimination power of the discriminant 
functions is good, with 10.3 percent error rate, indicating 89.7 percent of the 
cases were correctly assigned during the jack-knifing procedure. 
4.3.4. Lean Principles Implementation 
In order to further identify differences between the clusters, we compared the 
clusters in terms of their differing emphasis on lean principles. Table 38 and 
Figure 17 describe how each cluster of hospitals showed differing levels of 
emphasis on lean principles. The clusters differed one another in terms of their 
emphasis on the four lean principles at the significance level of 0.001 or less. 
Compared to the other clusters, cluster 1 and cluster 2 showed relatively high 
levels of emphases across four lean principles, with cluster means higher than 
3.0 for all of four lean principles. Cluster 3 and cluster 4 showed relatively 
medium levels of emphasis across four lean principles, compared to the other 
clusters. Clusters 3 and 4 showed cluster means around between 2.0 and 3.0 for 
the lean principles. Only exception was Continuous Improvement principle: the 
clusters showed cluster means higher than 3.0 for this principle. Cluster 5 
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showed relatively low levels of emphasis on the four lean principles. Cluster 5 
showed cluster means lower than 2.0 for the principles, with an exception of 
Continuous Improvement principle whose mean was between 2.0 and 3.0. 
Cluster 5 was differentiated from the other clusters in that this cluster showed 
lowest level of emphasis on all of the four lean principles. 
Table 37. Number of Observations and Percentage Cross-validated 
Cluster Predicted Cluster Membershi~ Total 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 
Original 1 1 0 2 117 2 122 
(0.8%) (0%) (1 .6%) (95.9%) (1.6%) (100%) 
2 68 2 1 1 0 72 
(94.4%) (2.8%) (1.4%) (1.4%) (0%) (1 00%) 
3 2 1 76 3 0 82 
(2.4%) (1.2%) (92.7%) (3.7%) (0%) (1 00%) 
4 2 56 1 0 0 59 
(3.4%) (94.9%) (1.7%) (0%) (0%) (1 00%) 
5 0 0 0 2 79 81 
(0%) (0%) (0%) (2.5%) (97.5%) (1 00%) 
Error 5 3 4 6 2 20 
Rates (5.6%) (5.1 %) (7.3%) (4.1 %) (2.5%) (4.8%) 
% 
Cross- 1 1 0 6 110 5 122 
validated (0.8%) (0%) (4.9%) (90.2%) (4.1%) (100%) 
2 62 4 5 1 0 72 
(86.1 %) (5.6%) (6.9%) (1.4%) (0%) (1 00%) 
3 2 2 70 8 0 82 
(2.4%) (2.4%) (85.4%) (9.8%) (0%) (1 00%) 
4 2 54 1 2 0 59 
(3.4%) (91.5%) (1.7%) (3.4%) (0%) (100%) 
5 0 0 0 4 77 81 
(0%) (0%) (0%) (4.9%) (95.1 %) (1 00%) 
Error 5 6 12 15 5 43 
Rates (13.9%) (8.5%) (14.6%) (9.8%) (4.9%) (1 0.3%) 
% 
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Differently from the 3 cluster solution , the five clusters showed different patterns 
of implementation , in addition to the overall degree of implementation. Especially, 
clusters 1 and 2 were more differentiated in terms of different implementation 
patterns, rather than the overall degree of implementation. Recall that clusters 1 
and 2 originated from the same high lean group in the 3 cluster solution . 
Therefore, by comparing clusters 1 and 2, we can analyze what types of lean 
implementation patterns exist in the hospital lean group, and assess the impact 
of the different lean implementation patterns on performance of the hospitals, 
with controlling for the influence of the overall degree of implementation 
dimension. Since clusters 1 and 2 showed high implementation levels(> 3.0) for 
all of the four lean principles and similar overall implementation levels across the 
activities, the difference of the clusters 1 and 2 in terms of the lean 
implementation patterns could more effectively influence their performance. As a 
result, we can better identify how the different lean implementation patterns result 
in their performance. Therefore, we decided to focus on comparing cluster 1 and 
2. In the later section, we further analyzed clusters 1 and 2. 
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Table 38. Lean principles implementation across clusters 
Lean Lean hospital groups F-value 
(p-value) principles Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
(n = 72) (n =59) (n = 82) (n = 122) (n = 81) 
PAT 3.35 3.37 3.06 2.42 1.76 142.31 
(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.000) 
STD 3.17 3.48 2.71 2.44 1.94 113.78 
(0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.000) 
SEAM 3.67 3.38 2.28 2.24 1.54 179.51 
(0.07) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.000) 
CONT 4.16 3.76 3.90 3.38 2.82 196.26 
(0.04) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.000) 
Note. Values represent cluster mean and standard error for each principle. 
Figure 17. Lean principles implementation across clusters 
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Similarly as the 3 cluster solution, clusters in the 5 cluster solution showed 
highest level of emphasis on Continuous Improvement principle. This result 
indicates that this principle is more established than other principles, and the 
clusters are not much differentiated from one another by this principle. Even the 
lowest lean group (cluster 5) also showed moderate level of emphasis on this 
principle (mean = 2.82), suggesting that Continuous Improvement principle is a 
foundation for implementing the other principles. 
4.3.5. Performance 
Table 39 describes how each cluster of hospitals differs across the performances. 
The five clusters differed from each other on process quality, outcome quality, 
and perceived quality at the 0.01 or less significance levels. For the quality 
indicators, high lean groups (clusters 1 and 2) showed high levels of performance; 
medium lean groups (clusters 3 and 4) showed intermediate levels of 
performance; and low lean group (cluster 5) showed lowest level of performance. 
These results indicate that "overall degree of lean implementation" dimension 
makes a positive impact on quality performance in hospitals. However, it is 
difficult to identify how "different lean implementation patterns" dimension makes 
an impact on performance across the five clusters. In the later section , we further 
analyze clusters 1 and 2 to find out the answers. Again in the 5 cluster solution, 
there was no significant difference in efficiency across the five clusters. 
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Table 39. Hospital performance across clusters 
Performance Lean hos~ital grou~s F-value 
indicators Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster (p-value) 
1 2 3 4 5 
{n = 72} {n =59} {n = 82} {n = 122} {n=81} 
Process 0.85 0.84 0.81 0.83 0.79 6.7 
quality (0.008) (0.009) (0.008) (0.007) (0.012) (0.000) 
n = 68 n =57 n = 76 n = 94 n =51 
Outcome 1.04 0.94 1.06 1.14 1.30 7.80 
quality (0.033) (0.030) (0.043) (0.038) (0.067) (0.000) 
n = 71 n =59 n = 81 n = 114 n = 70 
Perceived 0.67 0.69 0.63 0.66 0.63 3.43 
quality (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.009) (0.018) (0.009) 
n =54 n = 44 n =53 n = 74 n = 38 
Efficiency 0.93 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.24 
(0.024) (0.028) (0.024) (0.027) (0.041) (0.915) 
n = 68 n =57 n = 75 n = 94 n =51 
Note. Values represent cluster mean, standard error, and number of members for 
each performance indicator. 
4.3.6. Contextual Factors 
Table 40 describes how each cluster of hospitals differs across the contextual 
factors. The five clusters differed from each other on the following contextual 
variables at the significance level of 0.05 or less: BEDSIZE (x2 = 76.51, d.f. = 8, p 
= 0.000), OWNERSHIP (X2 = 31 .86, d.f. = 8, p = 0.000), URBAN (X2 = 62.05, d.f. 
= 4, p = 0.000) , TEACHING (X2 = 23.16, d.f. = 4, p = 0.000) , and SYSTEM (X2 = 
11.89, d.f. = 4, p = 0.018). These results indicate that higher lean groups tend to 
be more large- or medium-size, less government-owned, more urban-located , 
teaching , and system-affiliated hospitals. In contrast, lower lean groups tend to 
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be more small- or medium-sized , government-owned, less urban-located, and 
less teaching hospitals. 
Table 40. Contextual factors across clusters 
Lean hospital groups d.f. Chi-
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 square 
{n = 722 {n = 592 {n = 822 {n=1222 {n = 812 {~-value} 
BEDSIZE Small 8 6 20 45 50 8 76.51 
(N=416) (25-99) (11.1%) (10.2%) (24.4%) (36.9%) (61.7%) (0.000) 
Medium 40 34 45 62 28 
(100-399) (55.6%) (57.6%) (54.9%) (50.8%) (34.6%) 
Large 24 19 17 15 3 
(>400) (33.3%) (32.2%) (20.7%) (12.3%) (3.7%) 
Total 72 59 82 122 81 
OWNER- Govern- 11 8 15 23 31 8 31.86 
SHIP ment (15.3%) (13.6%) (18.3%) (18.9%) (38.3%) (0.000) 
(N=416) For-profit 2 0 8 2 4 
(2.8%) (0.0%) (9.8%) (1.6%) (4.9%) 
Not-for- 59 51 59 97 46 
profit (81.9%) (86.4%) (72.0%) (79.5%) (56.8%) 
Total 72 59 82 122 81 
URBAN No 12 7 23 52 53 4 62.05 
(N=416) (16.7%) (11 .9%) (28.0%) (42.6%) (65.4%) (0.000) 
Yes 60 52 59 70 28 
(83.3%) (88.1%) (72.0%) (57.4%) (34.6%) 
Total 72 59 82 122 81 
TEACHING No 57 41 73 109 77 4 23.16 
(N=416) (79.2%) (69.5%) (89.0%) (89.3%) (95.1%) (0.000) 
Yes 15 18 9 13 4 
(20.8%) (30.5%) (11 .0%) (10.7%) (4.9%) 
Total 72 59 82 122 81 
NETWORK No 34 31 50 73 43 4 7.00 
(N=377) (50.7%) (54.4%) (67.6%) (67.0%) (61.4%) (0.136) 
Yes 33 26 24 36 27 
(49.3%) (45.6%) (32.4%) (33.0%) (38.6%) 
Total 67 57 74 109 70 
SYSTEM No 32 25 43 70 54 4 11 .89 
(N=415) (44.4%) (42.4%) (52.4%) (57.9%) (66.7%) (0.018) 
Yes 40 34 39 51 27 
(55.6%) (57.6%) (47.6%) (42 .1%) (33.3%) 
Total 72 59 82 121 81 
DSH No 23 23 19 25 12 4 7.30 
(N=357) (33.8%) (40.4%) (24.7%) (25.3%) (21.4%) (0.121) 
Yes 45 34 58 74 44 
(66.2%) (59.6%) (75.3%) (74.7%) (78.6%) 
Total 68 57 77 99 56 
Note. Values represent number of members, proportion, and rank in the cluster 
for each contextual factor. 
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4.3.7. Comparison Between Clusters 1 and 2 (Two High Lean Groups) 
In order to further analyze the differences in terms of lean implementation 
patterns and their impact on performance, we compared clusters 1 and 2, two 
high lean groups, by using ANOVA and Chi-square tests. 
For the lean principles, clusters 1 and 2 showed significantly differing levels of 
implementation for Standardized Care (F = 11 .637, p = 0.001), Seamless 
Coordination (F = 7.688, p = 0.006) , and Continuous Improvement (F = 40.960, p 
= 0.000) principles (Table 41 ). Clusters 1 and 2 were differentiated each other in 
that cluster 1 showed higher emphasis on Seamless Coordination and 
Continuous Improvement principles, while cluster 2 showed higher emphasis on 
Standardized Care principle. 
In terms of contextual factors , clusters 1 and 2 did not show any significant 
difference. This result indicates that the two high lean clusters did not differ in 
their contexts but did differ in their lean implementation patterns. 
Table 42 shows the results of the ANOVA tests of the clusters 1 and 2 for 
performance indicators. Interestingly, cluster 2 showed significantly better 
outcome quality performance than cluster 1 (F = 4.85, p = 0.029). 
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Lean hospital groups 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
(n = 72) (n = 59) 
High lean High lean 
SEAM, CONT STD 
F-value 
(p-value) 
3.35 3.37 0.048 
(0.07) (0.06) (0.827) 
3.17 3.48 11.637 
(0.06) (0.07) (0.001) 
3.67 3.38 7.688 
(0.07) (0.08) (0.006) 
4.16 3.76 40.960 
(0.04) (0.05) (0.000) 
Note. Values represent cluster mean and standard error for each principle. 







Lean hospital groups 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
(n = 72) (n = 59) 
High lean High lean 
SEAM, CONT STD 
F-value 
(p-value) 
0.85 0.84 0.548 
(0.008) (0.009) (0.460) 
1.04 0.94 4.85 
(0 .033) (0.030) (0.029) 
0.67 0.69 1.042 
(0.011) (0.011) (0.310) 
0.93 0.96 0.431 
(0.024) (0.028) (0.513) 
Note. Values represent cluster mean and standard error for each performance 
indicator. 
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Figure 18 shows 95 percent confidence interval of outcome quality for clusters 1 
and 2, demonstrating cluster 2 shows significantly better outcome quality (lower 
risk-adjusted mortality) than cluster 1. 






















4.3.8. Cluster 5 (Lowest Lean Group) 
We further analyzed cluster 5 in order to identify which hospitals belong to the 
lowest lean group. We compared cluster 5 (lowest lean group) to the other 
clusters combined. Cluster 5 showed significantly lower performance than the 
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rest combined for process quality (F = 12.337, p = 0.001), outcome quality (F = 
20.112 , p = 0.000), and perceived quality (F = 4.073, p = 0.045). Regarding 
contextual factors, cluster 5 showed significant differences from the rest 
combined for BEDSIZE (X2 = 47.671, d.f. = 2, p = 0.000), OWNERSHIP (X2 = 
18.692, d.f. = 2, p = 0.000), URBAN (X2 = 36.871 , d.f. = 1, p = 0.000), TEACHING 
(X2 = 7.063, d.f. = 1, p = 0.008), and SYSTEM (X2 = 6.525, d.f. = 1, p = 0.011 ). 
61.7 percent of hospitals in this cluster were identified as small hospitals and only 
3.7 percent were large hospitals. 38.3 percent of hospitals in this group were 
government-owned hospitals, which is more than double compared to the rest 
combined (17.0 %). Only 34.6 percent of hospitals in this group were located in 
metropolitan areas, which is only less than half compared to the rest combined 
(71.9%). Only 4.9 percent of hospitals were teaching hospitals in this group, but 
there were three times more teaching hospitals (16.4 %) in the rest combined 
group. 33.3 percent of hospitals were system-affiliated in this group, compared to 
49.1 percent in the other groups. The results indicate that small , government-
owned, not-urban-located , not-teaching , and not-system affiliated hospitals tend 
to be in the lowest lean group, and they are likely to show lower quality 
performance than the other hospitals. For efficiency performance, there was no 
significant difference between cluster 5 and the rest combined. 
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5. Discussion 
5.1. The Impact of Lean Implementation on Hospital Quality Performance (3 
Cluster Solution) 
In the three cluster solution, the three clusters differed from each other on 
process quality, outcome quality, and perceived quality indicators at the 0.05 or 
less significance levels. Cluster 1 (high lean group) showed highest performance; 
cluster 2 (medium lean group) showed intermediate level of performance; and 
cluster 3 (low lean group) showed lowest performance. 
In the previous research , we assessed the impact of individual lean principles 
implementation on hospital performance, but found only limited effect. At the 
significance level of 0.05 or less, we found only two significant relationships: 
Standardized Care principle with perceived quality (13 = 0.026, p = 0.01 0) ; and 
Continuous Improvement principle with process quality (13 = 0.033, p = 0.001 ). At 
the 0.1 significance level , Standardized Care principle showed significant 
relationships with process quality (13 = 0.014, p = 0.052) and outcome quality (13 = 
-0.065, p = 0.089) ; and Patient Focus principle with outcome quality (13 = -0.063, 
p = 0.083). Interestingly, Seamless Coordination principle did not show any 
significant relationship with hospital performance. 
The results of this current research complements the limited finding of the 
previous research by providing strong evidence for the effectiveness of combined 
implementation of lean principles on quality performance in hospitals. The results 
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clearly show that when lean is implemented holistically, lean is effective in the 
health care environment to improve quality performance, as it is in the 
manufacturing. In other words, when a hospital reaches a certain level of 
implementation across four lean principles, it can achieve quality performance 
improvement. This result support that lean is a multi-dimensional concept with 
four lean principles and systematic and holistic approach is required for 
successful lean transformation. 
In this research, however, the three clusters did not significantly differ for 
efficiency performance. It is interesting to mention that there was also no 
significant relationship between individual lean principles implementation and 
efficiency performance in the previous research. In the 5 cluster solution, cluster 
5 (lowest lean group) did not show significant difference on efficiency 
performance compared to the rest clusters combined. These results may indicate 
that the cost efficiency indicator that we used in this and previous studies cannot 
reflect operational efficiency change in hospitals after lean transformation. 
5.2. Lean Transformation Phases (3 Cluster Solution) 
In the 3 cluster solution, since the three clusters are clearly differentiated into 
high, medium, and low lean groups, they could represent hospitals' current lean 
transformation phases: cluster 1 as advanced-phase; cluster 2 as intermediate-
phase; and cluster 3 as early-phase lean hospital groups. As lean 
implementation becomes mature, hospitals can move from early-phase (cluster 3) 
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to intermediate-phase (cluster 2) and eventually to advanced-phase (cluster 1 ). 
It is interesting to see that all of the three clusters showed highest level of 
emphasis on Continuous Improvement lean principle, compared to other 
principles. Furthermore, the three clusters differed from each other at the 
smallest degree on this principle. These results suggest that in general, hospitals 
are more established on Continuous Improvement principle than the other 
principles. The differing level of emphasis on the other three principles mostly 
differentiates the phases of lean implementation in hospitals. In addition to the 
overall implementation level , the three clusters showed small differences in terms 
of their relative emphasis on the three principles. 
Cluster 3 (early-phase lean group) showed low levels of emphasis on the three 
principles. Especially, this cluster showed lowest level of emphasis on Seamless 
Coordination and Patient Focus principles with cluster means below 2.0 (1.65 
and 1.92, respectively). Even in this lowest lean group, Continuous Improvement 
principle was emphasized at moderate level (mean = 2.96) , indicating 
Continuous Improvement principle is a foundation for lean implementation in 
hospitals. 
Compared to cluster 3, cluster 2 (intermediate-phase lean group) showed 
increased emphasis on every lean principle (cluster means between 2.0 and 3.0) . 
Especially, this cluster showed largest increase in the emphasis on Patient Focus 
lean principle (from 1.92 to 2.78) while it still showed lowest level of emphasis on 
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Seamless Coordination principle (cluster mean = 2.40). This result indicates that 
hospitals are required to increase their emphasis on Patient Focus principle 
when they move from early-phase to intermediate-phase lean transformation. 
This group also showed highest level of emphasis on Continuous Improvement 
principle (cluster mean = 3.67) , which supports this principle is a foundation for 
implementing lean thinking in hospitals. 
Compared to cluster 2, cluster 1 (advanced-phase lean group) also showed 
increased emphasis on every principle. In this group, hospitals showed high 
levels of emphasis (cluster means larger than 3.0) for every principle. Especially, 
this group showed largest increase of the emphasis on Seamless Coordination 
principle (from 2.40 to 3.57), which became highest level of emphasis among the 
three lean principles. Seamless Coordination principle used to be the least 
emphasized lean principle in the other clusters. This result indicates that increase 
of emphasis on Seamless Coordination principle is a key factor in moving from 
intermediate- to advanced-phase lean transformation. Continuous Improvement 
was the most emphasized lean principle in this group, too (cluster mean = 4 .02). 
These results suggest that the increase of emphasis on Patient Focus is a key 
factor when hospitals move from early-phase (cluster 3) to intermediate-phase 
(cluster 2) lean transformation; and the increase of emphasis on Seamless 
Coordination is a critical factor in transforming intermediate-phase lean hospitals 
(cluster 2) to advanced-phase lean hospitals (cluster 3). Standardized Care 
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seems to be an important factor required to facilitate implementing Patient Focus 
and Seamless Coordination principles. Continuous Improvement is a foundation 
factor, which is required to implement the other lean principles. 
5.3. Lean Implementation Patterns (5 Cluster Solution) 
According to operations management theory (i.e., operations strategy), firms can 
achieve competitive edge by selectively focusing on competitive capabilities (e.g., 
cost, quality, flexibility , and dependability) . Depending on differing level of 
emphasis on these competitive capabilities, there can be several operations 
strategies that provide different impact on performance. We wondered if lean can 
be used as a strategy that provides competitive edge to hospitals in dealing with 
their quality and efficiency challenges. In order to find the answer, we assessed if 
there are different lean implementation patterns (lean strategies) that have 
differing levels of emphasis on lean principles, and if they show different impact 
on hospital performance. 
From the 5 cluster solution, we found there are hospital groups with different 
patterns in lean principles implementation. The five clusters showed differing 
levels of emphasis on the four lean principles. Especially, clusters 1 and 2, the 
two high lean groups, were differentiated each other in terms of different lean 
implementation patterns. The clusters showed similar degree of overall 
implementation across the principles, so they were not differentiated each other 
by the overall degree of implementation. The clusters also did not show any 
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significant differences in terms of contextual factors. However, cluster 1 showed 
significantly higher emphasis on Seamless Coordination and Continuous 
Improvement principles than cluster 2, while cluster 2 showed significantly higher 
emphasis on Standardized Care principle than cluster 1. As a result, cluster 2 
showed significantly better outcome quality than cluster 1. This result indicates 
that there are different lean implementation patterns in hospitals and they can 
make a different impact on performance. The findings suggest that there can be 
different lean implementation approach (strategies) in hospitals and based on 
that, there can be different resulting performance. 
In addition, the result may indicate that Standardized Care principle is highly 
related to outcome quality in the health care environment. Cluster 2 with higher 
emphasis on Standardized Care principle showed better outcome quality than 
cluster 1 with higher emphasis on Seamless Coordination and Continuous 
Improvement principles. Gawande and Pronovost have argued that 
standardization of care processes is a critical factor to improve quality in the 
health care delivery system (Gawande, 2007, 201 0; Pronovost et al. , 2006). The 




This dissertation research filled a gap in the literature by taking a more 
systematic and holistic approach to assessing the extent of lean implementation 
and its impact on quality and efficiency in hospitals. The following is major 
contribution of this research. 
First, this research assessed 470 nationwide hospitals, instead of only a single or 
a few hospitals as is the case with most of the literature on this topic. As a result, 
this research more clearly showed the current state of lean implementation in the 
US hospitals and the effectiveness of lean on performance of the hospitals. 
Second, this study derived a more robust set of lean principles as a primary 
platform to apply lean to the health care environment. In spite of growing 
interests in the lean management, there has been lack of clear understanding 
about lean and how to implement lean thinking in the health care environment. 
Therefore, lean has been misunderstood as a set of tools instead of a system. As 
a result, lean implementation has been misunderstood as a direct application of 
lean production tools and techniques to the health care environment. By 
providing a set of lean principles for the health care setting and introducing 
rigorous methods to measure the degree to which a hospital has implemented 
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the lean principles in their health care operations, this research gave health care 
organizations a clear guideline to apply lean to their health care delivery 
operations. 
Third, this study used multiple standardized hospital performance indicators 
derived from publicly available data sets from the CMS. Especially, three quality 
indicators were used in this research to measure multiple dimensions of quality of 
care (i.e., process, outcome, perceived quality) . Most of current literature has 
measured only one dimension of hospital performance and used self-reported 
outcome data. By using multiple performance indicators derived from publicly 
available secondary data sets, this research could achieve a more robust 
research design to assess the effectiveness of lean on hospital performance. 
Finally, by using holistic approach to assess lean implementation in hospitals, 
this research found there are different lean implementation patterns in hospitals 
and when lean principles are implemented holistically, lean is significantly 
effective in improving quality performance in the health care environment, as in 
the manufacturing. By introducing this approach, this research opened a new 
opportunity to further analyze lean implementation and its impact on performance. 
2. Limitation and Future Research 
This research has several limitations. First, we utilized a secondary survey 
instrument developed to investigate hospitals' quality improvement activities, 
instead of developing a primary survey instrument to measure the extent of lean 
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implementation in hospitals. While the core concepts of the lean management 
approach and the quality improvement approach are similar, the small 
misalignment might affect the accuracy of the measures. The current measures 
included more items for the continuous improvement principle than the other lean 
principles. This might reflect the misalignment between the lean management 
approach and the quality improvement approach. 
Second , the survey was conducted in 2006. The QAS survey data provided a 
valuable opportunity to empirically assess the degree of lean principles 
implementation in nationwide hospitals. However, since it was conducted in 2006, 
the results reflect the state of lean principles implementation in 2006. Since we 
also used 2006 data sets to calculate hospital performance indicators, the 
findings about the impact of lean principles implementation on hospital quality 
and efficiency performance also reflect the state of 2006. Since hospitals have 
increased their efforts to implement lean in their health care operations, the state 
of lean principles implementation and their impact on hospital performance might 
have changed. 
Third, we used only one hospital efficiency indicator while we used three hospital 
quality indicators. The hospital efficiency indicator was calculated by using 
rigorous methods (i.e ., Observed-to-Expected cost ratio) and considering the risk 
of each patient (i.e., risk-adjustment), so it could be considered as a good 
hospital efficiency indicator. However, we could not find any significant 
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relationship between lean principles and this hospital efficiency indicator 
throughout the research. If we had multiple hospital efficiency indicators, we 
could have further analyzed the relationship between lean principles 
implementation and hospital efficiency performance. 
In addition, because this research is a cross sectional study, there is a limitation 
to prove the causal relationship between lean implementation and hospital 
performance improvement. The use of a single respondent for the QAS survey 
could be a potential risk of a bias. The relatively low levels of lean principles 
implementation in 2006 that we found in this study also could be a limitation of 
this study in identifying the impact of lean principles implementation on hospital 
quality and efficiency performance. 
In future research, we can address the above mentioned limitations of this 
research . By developing a new survey instrument that focuses on the lean 
management, we can eliminate the potential misalignment in this study and more 
accurately assess the extent of lean implementation in hospitals. Including 
multiple respondents from each hospital will also help avoid risk of the potential 
bias and better understand the degree of lean implementation in each hospital. 
By performing longitudinal study to investigate the impact of lean implementation 
on hospital performance, we can better insist causal relationship between lean 
implementation and hospital performance improvement. By using different 
methods to assess efficiency in hospitals, such as Data Envelopment Analysis 
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(DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA), or including additional efficiency 
indicators specifically that capture the ratio of revenue to cost over time, we can 
further analyze the impact of lean implementation on hospital efficiency 
performance. Lastly, we can also apply this research approach to other health 
care contexts, including Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) or the health 
care systems outside of the US. 
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